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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
4140 FORTY-NINTH ST. N. • ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33709-5797
(813) 521-1853 • FAX (813) 528-D803
An Equal Opportuni ty Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of May 11, 1995
9:00a.m.

AGENDA
L

D.

III.

IV.

V.

CALL TO ORDER
A
Approve agenda for May 11, 1995 Regular Meeting
B.
Approve minutes of April 13, 1995 Regular Meeting
C.
Approve Executive Committee Actions
ACTION ITEMS
A.
Project P .Al.RS.
B.
Appraisal- 4140 49th Street North (to be distributed)
C.
Youth Development Plan
D.
lntergenerational Program Funding
E.
TRIM Hearing Dates
F.
Center for Youth Development Funds
INFORMATION ITEMS
A.
Legislative Update•
B.
Personnel Report for April
C.
Financial Report for April (to be distributed)
D.
Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
E.
Staff Development and Training
F.
Media Items
Fmancial Disclosure Forms"
G.
OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens.
Requests for specific funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda
portion of the Board meeting.
ADJOURNMENT

Upcoming Dates:

June 8, 1995, 9:00 a.m. - Regularly scheduled JWB meeting
June 22, 1995,5:30 p.m.- Budget Workshop
July 1, 1995- Financial Disclosure Forms due

Prior to addressing the Board, we would appreciate your stating your name, the
· name of the organization you_ represent (if appropriate) and your address for the
record.
'·.: -

C

•No written material
"Distributed to Board and staff in compliance with Florida Statute 112.313

DONNA J. McRAE, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of April 13, 1995

MINUTES

Present:

Donna McRae, Chair; Martha Maddux, Vice Chair; Thomas R Moriarty,
Secretary; Judge Frank Quesada; Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D.; James E.
Mills, Executive Director; Terry Smiljanich, Board Counsel; Amy Daly,
Executive Assistant

Absent:

Commissioner Sallie Parks, Judge Dee Anna Farnell, Dr. J. Howard
Hinesley, Myrtle Smith-Carroll

Ms. McRae called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m.
Following Mr. Mills informing the Board that Item n.F.-Authorization to Apply for
Grants was to be added to the agenda, a motion was made.

Motion;
Approve
Agenda

Mr. Moriarty moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the agenda as amended.

Motion;
Approve
Minutes

Ms. Maddux moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the minutes of the March 9, 1995 Budget
Parameter Workshop and Regular Meeting.

Prior to a motion on plans for the JWB Building, 4140 49th Street North, Dr. Robert
Glenn, Executive Director of Marriage and Family Counseling of Pinellas, addressed
the Board.

Motion;
Mr. Moriarty moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
Bldg. Plans unanimously to approve securing a formal property appraisal of the
current JWB building at 4140 49th Street North, St Petersburg; allocate
up to $5000 from the Contingency Fund (Fund Balance dollars) to cover
costs of the appraisal; and authorized staff to develop alternative plans
for the possible disposal of the current building.
Fiscal Impact The JWB Contingency Fund-Fund Balance Dollars would
be reduced from $100,000 to $95,000.
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Following questions and comments from the Board to staff and Jim Patrick, Director
of Children's Services of Gulf Coast Community Care, a motion was made.

•'

Motion;
Consol.
ProgramsGulf Coast
Comm.Care

Dr. Diamond moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the request to consolidate the Gulf Coast
Community Care's-Linking Lifetimes and Adopt-A-Grandchild
programs into a single program, including consolidating current JWB
funding for each program into a single allocation in the amount of
$162,470.

Fiscal Impact None
During discussion of plans for the 50th Anniversary of JWB, Ms. Maddux
volunteered to serve on a steering committee comprised of representatives from
business, government and other groups reflective of Pinellas County as well as
representatives from JWB funded agencies, JWB employees and a member of the
board. It was suggested that other Board members be contacted to ascertain their
interest in serving on this committee. It was further recommended that President
and Mrs. Clinton be invited to the celebration.
Motion;
Inventory
6698 68th
Ave.N.

Dr. Diamond moved and Ms. Maddux seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to remove the items from the inventory list that are only
of use to the banking industry and place with a firm that specializes in
bank auctions; remove the safe door, Uninterruptable Power System
(UPS) and computer room floor from the inventory list and advertise for
their removal and their highest possible dollar value; and remove
remaining equipment from the inventory list and authorize the
disposition through donation to Juvenile Welfare Board funded agencies
and other not-for-profit agencies with the remainder of items to be
placed in an auction that would provide the most benefit to JWB.
Mr. Moriarty requested a report on the proceeds.

Appoint
The following members were appointed to the Executive Director's
Exec.Dir.
Evaluation Committee: Martha Maddux, Committee Chair; Dr.
Eyal.eomm. Diamond and Mr. Moriarty.
Motion;
Grants

Mr. Moriarty moved and Ms. Maddux seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve submissions for funding to A) Health and
Human Services for neighborhood based youth development activities
with matching funds not to exceed $83,500; B)AmeriCorps for child care
center family support and involvement activities with matching funds
not to exceed $50,000; and C)Department of Commerce for technology
applications and training for participation in the Internet with matching
funds not to exceed $27,500 (in conjunction with St. Petersburg Junior
College).
Fiscal Impact The 1994-95 Transition Fund has a current unallocated

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- ----------- - ---- -- - - -- -

·.
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balance of $585,376. Maximum annualized JWB match should all
proposals be funded at maximum level would be $119,250. The 1994-95
portion would not exceed $30,000.
During the Information portion of the meeting, the Board received the Annual
Performance Report for Funded Programs. Mr. Mills recommended the report be
used as a reference during the budget process and thanked Mr. Schmidt and his staff
for their work.
A report on the Youth Summit on Violence was presented by A'Lia Baker, Chris
Hilliard and Lauren Otten. In response to a suggestion that this report be presented
to the Pinellas County School Board, staff indicated a request to appear has been
made. Mr. Moriarty requested that staff inform the Board if the request has been
honored. Additional presentations included Project P.AI.R.S. and Neighborhood
Family Centers. Additional information items included Withdrawal from ContractReligious Society of Friends, Boot Camp Evaluation, JWB Performance Audit,
Intergenerational Showcase, Drug Prevalence Update, Longitudinal Study of
Substance Abuse Prevention Programs, CCYD Update, Community Councils Report,
Financial and Personnel Reports for March, Affirmative Action Report, Site Visit
Schedule, Training Center Report and Media Items.
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During the Open Agenda portion of the meeting, Ms. Emily Rogers Coeyman, a
Pinellas County citizen, shared her concern about the neighborhood family centers
and services available in her Northwest St. Petersburg neigliborhood.

Adjoumment

The meeting adjourned at 11:00 a.m.

•

0
Action

Item II.A
Regular Meeting 5/11/95

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

Jlmea E. Milia, Executive DI1'8Ctor~
• r_
H. Browning Spence, DI1'8Ctor, Corl.&'untty Servlceafl?~
Judy A. Hall, DI1'8Ct0r, Aeaurch & DeveiOpme~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to approve budgeting up to $61,070 one-time-only for Mt. Zion
Human Services, Inc. to transition the P.A.I.R.S. mentoring program to a youth development
project during FY 95-96.

Options
1.

~prove budgeting up to $61,070 one-time-only (subject to the TRIM process) for Mt.
Z1on Human Services, Inc. to transition the P.A.I.R.S. program to a youth
development project during FY 95-96.

2.

Do not continue to fund the P.A.I.R.S. program.

3.

Continue the P.A.I.R.S. program as it is currently configured as a demonstration
program.

4.

Defund the P.A.I.R.S. program with the option to apply for funds in response to the
Youth Development RFP.

5.

Reclassify the P.A.I.R.S. program as a continuation project.

6.

Any other action the Board wishes to take.

Recommended Action
1. Approve budgeting up to $61,070 one-time-only (subject to the TRIM process) for
Mt Zion Human Servlces, Inc. to Implement a one-time-only youth development
project during FY 85-86.

Source of JWB Funds
Transitional Funds- Allocated

Fiscal Impact
For FY 95-96,$61,070 will be budgeted in Transitional Funds-Allocated.

Na"aHv•,------------------------------------------------The P.A.I.R.S. project was funded as a JWB Research and Demonstration project on July
11, 1991. It is currently in its fourth year of operation, to provide mentoring, counseling and
guidance for African-American males ages 10 - 15 years old from low income, single parent
families primarily headed by women. The program participants must be first time offenders
or identified as underachieving and disrupt1ve students. The program, funded for FY 94-95
at $95,278, operates concurrently with the school year and lasts for nine months. The
program capacity is thirty (30) youth and mentors. Mentors are African-American males
recruited from the local community who are to spend at least eight (8) hours per month with
the youth.
The original research design was to compare P.A.I.R.S. youth with a control group
receiving no intervention. Due to a variety of program implementation and design
limitations, minimal definitive outcome information was obtained. After the initial three year
research phase, it was decided to change the methodology to a more qualitative approach
with no control group and to fund this reconfigured program for another year as a
demonstration project.
At its April, 1995, Board meeting, the Board heard an evaluation report from JWB staff
about the program's strengths and weaknesses. (See Executive Summary Attachment #1.)
Several weaknesses of the program, primarily involving the mentoring component, are
identified. The original intent of this program was to have mentors at the core of the
intervention; however, the evaluation found this component to be secondary to other staff
driven youth activities. Program staff are so focused on the youth in the program that there
seems to be little support for the mentor matches. The lack of documentation of mentor
activities made it impossible to determine their true level of involvement with the youth.
According to program staff report, only 58% of the mentors were seeing their mentees for
the prescribed 8 hours per month.
The diversion and intervention youth development components appear to be having a
positive impact on a high risk population of youth, and staff are recommending that these
activities be maintained in some form. However, the limited level of mentor involvement
with assigned youth has the potential to be detrimental to youth who may have already
experienced abandonment and lack of follow-through in their lives.
The components of the P.A.I.R.S. program that seem to be most effective are incorporated
within the principles of the Youth Development Initiative as outlined in the "Building Bridges
With/For Early Adolescence: A Positive Youth Development Project (See Executive
Summary Attachment #2)." They include: cognitive, social, physical, emotional and moral
development. P.A.I.R.S. activities which incorporate these principles include: tutoring, self
esteem, family/parent functioning, recreation, school advocacy, and cultural awareness.
These represent the component~ of the current program which should be maintained.
During two site visits to the tutoring sessions and focus groups with both youth and parents,
the following observations and comments were noted. The P.A.I.R.S. program provides
tutoring twice a week during Phase I. The youth are assisted with read1ng and math as well
as have the opportunity to talk about life issues in a facilitated group. Self esteem is

I
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addressed throughout the program in a variety of ways. As the youth interact positively with
adults in the proP.ram, their sense of their own value and worth increases. The cultura
awareness activities also support a strong sense of self worth. The school advocacy
activities have resulted in youth and teachers understanding each other. and the youth
have reported liking school this year. Parents have reported that they appreciate the
program and its positive impact on their children.
JWB anticipates a Youth Development RFP to be issued in mid FY 95-96. A reconfigured
P.A.I.R.S. program would be eligible to apply for continuation dollars under that RFP. For
this reason, JWB staff recommend:
1.

That the program be reconfigured as a one-time-only youth development project
during FY 95-96. JWB will look for the following:
1~ Program participants' showing improvement in self esteem;
2 Program participants' showing improvements in reading and math;
3 Program participants' showing improvement in family functioning;
4 Youth who complete the program demonstrating improved school behaviors
resulting from school advocacy efforts;
5) Program participants' receivin~ interpersonal skills training such as conflict
resolution and effective communication strategies;
6) Program participants' attending cultural awareness activities during the program
year;
7) Program participants' attending recreational activities during the program year.

The amount of funding requested to be budgeted has been derived based on a reconfigured
program with 1.9 FTE staff (1.5 counselors, .25 van driver, and .15 executive director) plus
operating expenses for that level of service.
The original premise for the mentoring program remains. Young black males are at high
risk for drug use, black on black crime, and being high school dropouts. There are also high
school suspension rates believed to be from poor anger management skills and poor
conflict resolution skills related to low self esteem, peer pressure and environmental
pressures. One reason for this is a lack of role models for these youth to emulate.
Therefore, mentoring is still a viable strategy for addressing African American male youth.
JWB staff will look at other mentorinq programs within the region to Identify program
components which are associated with successful mentoring ~rograms for this vulnerable
population. This activity will lead to a recommendation to the Board to authorize the release
of a Research and Demonstration RFP for a mentoring program for African American males
ages 10 to 15 years in Pinellas County.
If the P.A.I.R.S. program is approved as a one-time-only youth development project,
.. $61,070 will be budgeted in FY 95-96 Transition Funds- Allocated for its operation.
Staff Resource Person:

Wendy Struchen
Patricio Davis
Stephanie Judd

Attachment #1
Regular Meeting 5/11/95
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Annual Evaluation Report

c

Mount Zion Human Services, Inc.
Poisitive Arrangements For
Interpersonal Role Models
P.A.I.R.S.

c

DBCtJ'l'IVB SOIINAJlY: ANNUAL BVALtJATION aBPORT
•omrr ZION BtJMAN SBRVICBS, DtC.
POSITIVB AllRANGBNBNTS POR Dl'l1SRPBRSOHAL ROLB •oDBLS
P.A.I.R.S.

P.A.I.R.S. is a mentoring program that targets single-parented AfricanAmerican males between the ages of 10 and 15 years old who primarily reside in
female headed households. P.A.I.R.S. evolved out of needs recognized by the
Juvenile welfare Board, and staff of Mt. Zion Human Services, Incorporated.
The initial funding of P.A.I.R.S. occurred when Mt. Zion Human Services,
Inc. responded to the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County, Inc. 1 s request
for Proposals of Success Models for Young Black Males in 1990. As a result Mt.
Zion Human Services, Inc. was awarded a three year research and demonstration
grant in 1991.
The original research design was to canpare the P.A.I.R.S. youth with a
control group receiving no intervention. Due to a variety of design and
i.nplementation issues, limited definitive outcane infonnation was obtained.
After the initial three year development phase it was decided to change the
methodology to a more qualitative approach with no control group and fund this
new program for another year of research and demonstration.
Although the program goals did not change, a thorough restructuring of the
methodology was performed including new objectives and approaches to meeting
them. The new methodological approach divides the program year into three
phases. The first two months, Phase I, are spent with youth participating in
self esteem and cultural awareness activities three days each week and parents
meeting once each month to learn parent functioning skills. During this time,
mentors are also being trained and oriented to the program. The next 6 months,
Phase II, parallel the first phase of the program. It starts with pairing youth
to mentors. Youth participate in Thursday evening tutoring, and weekend
activities, such as field trips and fund-raisers, begin. Parents continue to
meet once each month. The final month of the program, Phase III, is spent
preparing for graduation from the program. Youth resume groups on Monday,
TUesday, and Thursday evenings in order to demonstrate creative ability through
an end of the year talent show and closing ceremony.
Program goals include: 1) to raise academic performance of participants;
to increase self-esteem of participants; 3) to i.nprove the relationship
between the child and his parent (s) in the hane; and 4) to increase the
participants 1 knowledge of their cultural heritage and overall cultural
awareness.
2)

The design of the original program was not successful in fully
accarplishing the goals of the .program.
This fiscal year can be seen as the
end of the first year of a new methodology for the program.

This reconfigured program has the following strengths:
1) Staff were engaged in their own professional growth and developnent;
2) Staff 'a re very camdtted to the needs of African-American youth involved
in the P.A.I.R.S. program;
1

..
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3) Training of the mentors had more organization and structure;
4) Staff independently initiated external collaborative efforts in order to
maximize the capabilities of the program and broaden financial support;
5) Recruitment of mentors, now year-round, has reached a variety of
occupations and affiliations representing a broad ccmnunity base; and
6) The methodological approach of program phases is working well to
transition youth into and out of the program.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

The program also has sane weaknesses that need to be addressed:
Program documentation is deficient in areas such as follow-up and mentor
involvement;
Parental participation needs iJII>rovanent;
Mentor involvanent needs iJri>rovanent;
Mentors as the core of the program needs to be errphasized more;
Follow-up needs to be more organized and consistent;
The Advisory Conmittee needs to be more active; and
More appropriate academic measurements need to be utilized.

Since this evaluation was conducted mid-year, there are no finalized
outcane measures. However, current data indicate that progress is being made
towards accati)lishing program goals. For exarrple, 74% of the youth have already
made i..Jri:>rovements in their grades and two won first place in an essay writing
contest. Youth have also conveyed interest in the cultural awareness activities.

c

This program has very dedicated staff who are i..Jri:>acting on not only the
lives of program youth but have also integrated into the surrounding ccmnunity.
However, this program is so staff intensive in the area of direct services that
it may be i..Jri:>ossible to determine the effect of the mentoring relationship with
the youth in the program. As a result, the conclusions of this evaluation are
that if the program is to be refunded, the following areas still need
ilri>rovanent :
1) staff training on better docunentatian procedures;
2) increased parental involvenent;
3) increased mentor involvanent;
4) program goals and objectives should focus more on mentor involvement;
5 > utilization of more appropriate academic assessments;
6) a more active Advisory Ccmnittee;
7) monthly collection of documentation;
8 > support groups for mentors; and
9) m:>re organized and consistent follow-up data.
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Attachment #2
Regular Meeting 5111/95
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Juvenile Welfare Board of
Pinellas County•s Building Bridges
With/For Early Adolescence:
Positive Youth Development
Research Project

•
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUN1Y'S
BUILDING BRIDGES WI111/FOR EARLY ADOLESCENCE:
POSITIVE YOUI'II DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PROJECf

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County initiated an analysis of the issues that

affect the positive development of youth in November 1993. The analysis sought to gain a
better understanding of the developmental needs of young adolescents, the types of services
and programs required to meet those needs, and bow well PineJlas County bas responded
to those needs. The analysis consisted of quantitative and qualitative research methods
including a literature review, telephone and mail surveys, a series of interviews, visits to
program sites, and community focus group meetings.
The period of early adolescence, which -is normaJly defined as between the ages of
10 and 15, is critical to the healthy development of our

natio~'s

young people. Increasing

attention is being focused on the challenges that confront youth, their paregts and their
communities during this crucial period. As the Penn State Series on Child and Adolescent
Development details, the period of adolescence may be turbulent for many young people:
Adolescence may be defined as the period when most of a person's biological,
psychological, and social characteristics are changing from what is typicaJly
considered childlike to what is considered adult-like. Early adolescence
(typicaJly between 10 and 15 years of age) is the period in which most of these
transitions begin (Penn State Series on Child and Adolescent Development
1993:xii).
During these transitional years, youth face adjustments to changes in self, family, and
peer groups. They face challenges in all areas of development (cognitive, social, physical,
emotional and moral). Throughout this period of transition, challenge, and possibility,
young adolescents are profoundly influenced by their experiences at home, in school, in their
neighborhoods and in the larger community during the non-school hours. The message is
clear. If the young people of Pinellas County are to develop to their fullest capacity, the

I
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community must provide appropriate support for this developmental process.
In Pinellas County there are a disproportionate number of young adolescents who
are at high to moderate risk. Increasing numbers of adolescents are using alcohol and other
drugs. Although the number of students dropping out of high school in Pinellas County bas

declined over the past three years (13,314 to 10,444), the Pinellas County school district bad
one of the highest rates of out-of-school suspensions (22 percent) in the state of Florida
during the 1991-92 school year (Florida School Report 1991-92). Additionally, there bas
been an increase in the number of violent and aggressive acts as a cause for suspension
(JWB 1993:7).
These areas of concern illustrate the need for the Juvenile Welfare Board's
examination of the issues that affect young adolescents and of the availability of activities
for young adolescents that incorporate positive youth development principles in Pinellas
County. The Juvenile Welfare Board study revealed a need for increased awareness and
sensitivity of the developmental needs of this age group, especially for youth of color, and

C

integration of the needs into family, school, and community-based program planning. There
is a need for programs that:

•

address the developmental needs of early adolescence,

•

include youth in the planning process, and

•

allow youth to be healthy, balanced, whole individuals and to develop to their
full potential.

The Center for Early Adolescence, at the University of North Carolina in Chapel
Hill, suggests that youth programs be designed to include structure and clear limits,
diversity, opportunities for competence, achievement, self-exploration and self-definition as
well as positive social interaction with adults and other youth. Programs should also
encourage meaningful participation in school and community activities. They should include
opportunities for physical activity, safe spaces to go after school, supervision by positive role
models and structured activities ~t engage the young adolescents' interest, challenge their
akills, and present them with an ·opportunity for community aervice.

C

Information on the availability of progrims and services available to young people

2
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in Pinellas County that incorporate positive youth development activities were difficult to
access. Although many churches, community based organizations and municipalities provide
services that may be considered to incorporate positive youth development activities, the
majority of them do not keep quantifiable data on the types of services that they provide.

Many of the activities are not well publicized. Additional information on the perspectives
of youth, parents and professionals who work with youth was derived from a series of

community focus groups. The youth participants in the focus group meetings expressed a
desire to help other people and to rid their community of drugs and drug dealers, tobacco
and crime. They also expressed a strong desire for clean streets and a clean environment.
Key findings identified include:
•

After-school programs are primarily designed for elementary age children.

•

Significant numbers of 10 to 15 year old youth engage in risk-taking behavior.

•

Most programs meet on a weekly or monthly basis and do not address issues
of young adolescents' daily need for supervised activities.

•

Youth are not routinely involved in the planning of programs targeted for
them.

•

Since public recreation in Pinellas is a municipal responsibility, opportunities
in non-incorporated Pinellas areas are very limited. Not all municipalities
offer recreation programs.

•

Although youth seek to contribute to their communities, opportunities are
limited.

•

Although religiously-affiliated organizations reported the largest number of
youth development programs and activities, parks and recreation programs
and activities attract the largest number of youth.

•

Participation in municipal parks and recreation programs declines as youth
enter middle school years.

•

Parents are impacted by the transitions that young adolescents are
experiencing and also need support.

•

There is a need for interdisciplinary, collaborative and county-wide positive
youth development planning.

3
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•

The experiences that young people have in their home, school and community
greatly influence their growth and development.

•

Best youth development practices and principles are not uniformly adhered
to in county programs.

The Juvenile Welfare Board's response to this study incorporates its referendumdriven direction of neighborhood-based programs that actively involve all sectors of the
community in the planning and implementation process. The response will take several
forms that include:
•

Develop strategies for meeting the developmental needs of all of Pinellas
County's young adolescents, including skill building and leadership
opportunities;

•

Launch a public awareness campaign regarding positive youth activities;

•

Expand the youth development resources in the Juvenile Welfare Board
Library and publish a youth development bibliography;

•

Initiate a demonstration project enabling youth to design and carry out
projects that meet their community's needs;

•

Convene a county-wide Youth Development Task Force of funding agencies,
schools, community organizations, religious org&nizations, parents, youth and
'
others to develop a youth development plan;

•

Provide training in the attributes of positive youth development programs for
youth workers;

•

Expand programming for after-school and weekend hours;

•

Assess current Parent Support Programs to determine if they
developmental needs of young adolescents and their parents;

•

Develop a pilot neighborhood-based initiative to plan and implement youth
development principles.

x:\youthdev\exsum
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Item IL B.
Regular Meeting 5/11/95
,J'

To:

Juvenile WeHare Board

From:

James E. Mills, Executive Director ' \

Requested Action
The Board is being asked to authorize sale of the building at 4140 49th Street North and
staff development of a marketing plan for the building's sale by auction or sealed bid for
the Board's approval.

Options
1.

Approve sale of building.

2.

Decline to sell building at this time.

3.

Approve sale of building and development of a marketing plan for disposal of
building by auction or sealed bid.

4.

Approve sale of building and authorize listing with a broker.

5.

Any other action the Board may wish to take.

Recommended Action

c

Approve sale of building and development of a marketing plan for disposal of
building by auction or sealed bid.

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable.

Fiscal Impact
The sale price will be determined by market conditions. The major differential fiscal
impact is the potential savings through sale by auction or bid rather than a broker listing.
Successful sale by auction or bid could result in estimated net savings of $50,000.

Narrative
Following a review of the Pros/Cons (below) of sale of the building at its April meeting, the
Board authorized staff to secure a formal property appraisal.

PRO
1. Would provide inexpensive rent in a
resource scare env1ronment.

c

2. Agency co-location increases the
potential for collaboration and
coordination.

CON
1. Property ownership for rental purposes
could be considered inappropriate for a
public entity.
2. Continued JWB ownership keeps
property off tax rolls.

3. Property is located in an underserved
area.

3. Property management would consume
JWB administrative capability for a
secondary function.

4. Demand for space demonstrated.
5. Continues original use for which
building was constructed.

4. Immediately requires additional JWB
financial resources and carries potential
future fiscal
risk.

6. Unlikely full investment by JWB can be 5. Ties up a significant amount of JWB
recouped.
capital in a physical facility.
The firm of Riggins, Atkinson, Combs and Associates was engaged from Pinellas County
government's list of approved property appraisers. Their appraisal dated May 3, 1995,
established a value of $950,000 for the property. This compares favorably with the
$970,992 value at which the building is currently carried on the JWB books. If the JWB
can essentially recoup its investment, then for fiduciary and public policy reasons disposal
of the property is indicated.
While commercial brokerage fees vary widely and are subject to negotiation, even in the
best of circumstances they could cost $50,000 to $60,000. The cost could be even
higher. The nature of the building and its public ownership suggests an initial attempt at
self-marketing could produce significant financial and time savings to JWB. If such a
self-marketing effort should prove unsuccessful, it would still be possible to list the
property through regular commercial real estate channels. Staff proposes that it return to
the Board with a marketing plan and budget and timetable for offering the building at
auction or through sealed bid with a minimum bid reflecting the appraised value of the
building.

May 3, 1995

RIOQINS,
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Mr. J.... E. Mill• I ACSW

Executive Director
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
4140 49th Street North
st. Petersburg, Florida 33709
Re:

J
--]
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Dear Mr. ·Mill a:
Aa requested, we have prepared a summary appraisal on the above
captioned property. The purpose of the appraisal ia to estimate
the aarket value of the fee simple interest in the subject
property, as of the effective .date of April 24, 1995. Market value
ia defined in the certificate of the appraisal.

.-J

~J

Both the appraisal report and attached addenda that accompany this
letter describe the approaches to value use~ and contain the data,
analysis, assumptions . and limiting conditions on which the value
conclusions have been baaed.
The assumptions and limiting
conditiona of the report is found on page 18 of the text •
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Baaed on the cited data and analysis contained vithin the appraisal
report and attached addenda, it ia our opinion and conclusion that
the aarket value of the fee ··simple interest in the subject
property, as of April 24, 1995, subject to the assumptions and
limiting conditions contained herein, ia estimated at:
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Respectfully sub•itted:
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swimaary Appraisal Report
.
A 23,900 Square Foot Office Building
Pinellas Juvenile Welfare Board Facility
4140 49th Street North
St. Petersburg, Florida
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Robert E. ~Ina I JIAI, SRA
M. x.fiey:
President
Commercial Appraiser
State-Certified General
State•Certified General
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Estimate the •as is• aarket value, as of the effective date of the
appraisal.
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A 23,900 S.F. Office Building
Pinellas Juvenile Welfare Board Facility
4140 41th St. Korth
St. Petersburg, Florida 33709

April 24, 1915.
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April 24, 1995.
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The function of the appraisal is to aid the client in their
evaluation of their present interest in the aubjec~ property.

-· -.
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Fee Simple - Liens or encumbrances, if any, are unknown and the
property has been analyzed as if free and clear.

~]

ICOJB OP !'D UJDIIALI

This is a Summary Appraisal Report which is intended to comply with
the reporting requirements set forth under Standard Rule 2-2(b) of
the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice for ·a
As such, it presents only summary
Summary Appraisal Report.
discussions of the data, reasoning, and analyses that were used in
the appraisal process to develop the appraiser'• opinion of value.
The depth of discussion contained in this report is specific to the
needs of the client and for the intended use as stated.
The
appraiaer .ia not responsible for unauthorized use of this report.
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Once a physical inspection was completed, -the economic conditions
of the region and neighborhood were inveati9ated and analyzed in
relation to the relevant factors which effect the aarket value of
the subject. The scope of service includes the coat approach,
sales comparison approach and the income capitalization approach •
Data sources used to collect comparable aarket information include
Redi, Ulticomp, Realtron, public recorda, and/or internal appraisal
files.
.
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The cos~ approach estimates the current aarket value of a property
throu9h a process in which the replacement coat of all improvements
is estimated. Deductin9 total estimated depreciation from the

•
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reproduction cost estimate and adding the current site value
estimate results in the market value of the subject property via
the cost approach.
~e sales comparison approach values the subject property by
comparing it to similar sales in the aarket area. The primary
factors which were considered in the search for improved
comparable• vere age and quality of the properties, the date of
sale, and the location.
All of the improved comparables were
researched using public records, physically inspect•"' and
confirmed with a knowledgeable source.

The income capitalization approach estimates the value of the
subject by dividing net operating income by a capitalization rate.
Met operating income is derived ·by estimating the gross .potential
income of the subject and then deducting for vacancy, collection
loss and operating expenses. The gross potential income for the
subject vas derived using rent comparables. The primary factors
which vere considered in the search for rent comparable• was the
age and quality of the properties and .the location. All of the
rent comparable• were researched using public records, physically
inspected, and surveyed with a knowledqeable source.
Vacancy,
collection loss, and expenses were supported by the rent
comparables, as well as, the improved comparables.
The
capitalization rate was derived uainq comparable sales, the band of
investment and the debt coveraqe ratio.
LBGAL DBSCRIPTION:

]

Lots 1-26 and vacated alleys, Clearview-Diaaton Subdivision No. 3,
Block D, as recorded in Plat Book 11, Paqe 092, Public Records of
Pinellas County, Florida .

]

The foregoing legal description was obtained from Pinellas County
Public Records. Mo warranty is made as to ita accuracy.

J
J
J
J
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IDORD'l'ION:

Parcel Number:
owner of Record:
.1lU

Tax Valuation:
Taxes:

IALBS B%8TORY OP

~

31-16-04-15930-004-0010
Pinellas Juvenile Welfare
$1,~52,100

Exempt

IOBJBCT •aoPBR'l'Y:

A search of Pinellas County Public Records
involving the subject property bad transacted
years. To the our knowledge, as of the date
subject property vas not available for sale,
intent o~ the owner to market the property.
JUalns, Atkinson, Combs a Associates, Inc.

2

revealed no sales
over the last five
of. inspection, the
however, it is the
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'!'he aubject property ia located in a residential and cOJIJDarcial·
area of st. Petersburg in the aouth central portion of Pinellas
county. !'be neighborhood boundaries aay be roughly defined as Park
Blvd.to the _north, Boca Ciaga Bay to the vast, 22nd Ave. H. to the
aouth and u.s. Highway 11 to the aaat. 'l'hia area includes portions
of Pinellas Park, tha City of st. Petersburg and unincorporated
Pinellas County.
'!'he neighborhood
baa a well balanced aixture of commercial,
industrial and residential development and ia approxiaataly 15t
built-up. overall aaintanance and appearance of aoat of the
properties in the ne,ghborhood ia average.
The neighborhood baa a large residential population base and is
well supported by local . commercial facilities and vaneral
amplo)'11ant canters. 'l'ba area ia well aarvad by local utilities and
governmental aarvicaa.
Recreational and aocial amenities,
including schools and parka, ara also abundant in tha area. Vacant
land is limited and existing properties ara generally aaintained in
adequate condition. Real property values in tha neighborhood have
bean relatively atabla for tha past two years and should remain
relatively atabla in tha future as rental rates continua to be
level •
Office properties in the neighborhood range dramatically in
· construction quality, aize, and condition. · The buildings are
typically •asonry structures comprising 1,000 to 10,000 aquare feat
of leasable area and were constructed from the aid 1160'• to tha
late 1180's. A large percentage of the structures are typically
owner occupied.
Predominant rental rates range from $6. oo to
$14.00 per aquare foot on a gross baaia and occupancy lavala are
tenerally from SOt to lOt.
Moat office buildings in the area achieve aelling prices ranging
from $30.00 to $80.00 par aquare foot. The neighborhood baa a
limited number of office properties that exceed 20,000 aquare feet
in aize. The aupply of larger office propertiea would appear to be
in line with demand.
.
Land to building ratio• of buildings aimilar to the aubjact range
from 5.12 : 1.00 to 13.04 : 1.00 with the optiaal range at 5.0 :
1.00 to 6.00 : 1.00 •
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!'he aubject aite ia located in a coJDJDercial/reaidential area at the
northweat corner of 49th St. N. and 42nd Ave. N. in unincorporated
Pinellaa County. The aite ia rectangular in abape and comprises
152,329 aquare ~eet or 3.50 acrea.
.
·
!'opoqraphy ia basically level and ali9htly above atreet qrade . All
necessary utilities are available. !'he aubject aite ia located in
flood zone •en.
Flood zone information vas determined from
F.I.R.M. community panel number 125139 0212C, dated June 1, 1983.
Insurance for improved atructurea located within flood zone •en is
typically not required.
'l'he aubject aite · compriaea an entire city block. !'he aite baa
262.46 feet of road frontage along the vest aide of 49th st. N.,
579 feet along both 42nd Ave. N. and 41st Ave. N. and 263.63 front
feet on 50th St. N. Ingress and e;r••• is considered vood. The
entire aite ia buildable. Located to the vest and aouth of the
aubj ect are ain;le family homes, to the north ia a commercial
property and tQ the east are office/retail properties including a
fast food restaurant. The location of the subject site appears well
auited for •oat amall to medium aized development •
!'he aubject property is zoned "P-I", General Professional Office
District by Pinellas county with an Institutional land use. The
Institutional land use ia typically used for public or aemi-public
buildin;a. According to the Pinellas County ~lanning Department,
thia ahould not affect the sale or lease of the building for
private office use. The improvements to the site appear to conform
to current zonin; regulations.
The enactment of Concurrency Laws in the atate of Florida, which
became effective January 1, 1990, can directly impact on the use of
a aite. Concurrency is part of the 1985 Growth Management Act,
which atates in part that all of an area's infrastructure which are
or will be affected by the development of a property must be in
place or concurrent with development. The aubj act property ia
improved and vested, therefore, concurrency would appear to bave no
adverse influence on the aubject property.
At the time of inspection, there were no conditions observed that
would indicated the presence of soil contamination or adverae aoil
conditions.
Based on the aurvey provided there are no adverse
encroachments, other easements, or conditiona inherent in the
aubject property.
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'lbe aubject aite is improved with a aingle atory 23,900 aquare foot
aaaonry office building. The basically rectangular ~uilding vas
constructed in 1976.
Construction features include pre-cast
concrete vallpanela and built-up roof over concrete roof deck. The
aajority of the building baa a 12.2 foot roof elevation, however,
a 52 foot by 140 foot (MOL) aection in the center of the building
baa an elevated roof level of 19.5 feet. Representatives of the
owner indicate the building'• roof vas replaced approxiaately 2
year• ago.
Based on coaparison to competing properties in the area, the
. aubject property is considered to be of average quality
construction and in average condition.
Observation of office
buildings in the neighborhood and review of the Marshall Valuation
service cost handbook indicate the subject would have an estimated
economic life of 40 years. Effective age is estimated at 15 years
and remaining economic life is estimated at 25 years.
The building has a functional layout and design. Interior finish
includes carpet and vinyl floor coverings, painted drywall
partitioning, florescent lighting and acoustical drop ceiling. The
building bas four 6 fixture restrooma. The entire building is
centrally heated and air conditioned. The layout of the building
is essentially for a single tenant. Conversion to aulti-t : nant use
would be possible, but would require aome interior aodi :~ cation.
Site iaprovements include 41,838 aquare feet of asphalt paved
parking (9g spaces), average quality landscaping and siqnage. Based
on 4.02 spaces per thousand aquare feet of gross building area,
parking appears adequate.
Improvements to the subject aite reflect a land to building ratio
of 6.37 : 1.00.
The land to building ratio for the aut-ject
property is at the middle to upper end of the range as compared to
aost si.Jiilar aized office properties. The improvements to the site
appear well suited for use as an office building. A aodular office
structure located at the rear of the aubject aite. Thia aodular
building ia considered personal property and baa been give no value
consideration. .
Although there was no observed evidence of environmentally
hazardous aaterials, we are not experts in the determination of
such aateriala.
Due to the somewhat older a;e of the building
improvements, the presence of hazardous aaterials ia typically aore
prevalent than in newer atructures. This condition, however, can
only be determined by an environmental audit.
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Highest and beat use is defined as:
•The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an
mproved property, which is physically possible, appropriately
aupported, financially feasible, and that results in the highest
value.• 1
!'he aubject aite ia zoned P-I, General ·Profeaaional Office District
with an Institutional land use. 'l'he aubject is located on the vest ·
aide of 49th St. N., a divided, aix lane arterial currently
experiencing aubstantial average daily traffic counts. Properties
fronting 49th St. N. include professional office, retail a trip
centers, automotive repair facilities and fast food restaurants.
The properties located along 49th st. N. vary qreatly in terms of
quality of construction and age/condition. Moat propertiea exhibit
an adequate level of maintenance.
Legal and physical attributes of the aite are compatible with aoat
commercial type uaes. As a result . of the aluggiah real eatate
marke~, aost recent development which has taken place ia for owner
users or for build to auit aituationa for qood quality tenants.
The aupply of commercial properties available for purchaae by a
aingle-uaer;owner occupant ia in balance with demand. The aupply
of commercial apace available for leaae ia in exceaa of demand and
baa resulted in declining rental rates. Speculative development is
virtually non-existent.
Development of the aubject aite is
feasible provided the right end user is found.

1
1

1
1

The highest and beat use of the aubject as though vacant ia to hold
the ai te for future development until such time as the market
dictates or to develop the site with a amall to medium aize
commercial building for a apecific end user, or hold for future
development.
·
BIGDIT
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The aubject aite ia improved with a aingle atory 23,900 aquare foot
aaaonry office building.
The value of the aite with the
improvements exceeds the value of the aite alone. There are no
known modifications which could be made to the. existing
improvements which would feasibly increase market value. Thua, the
highest and beat use of the aubject ia to continue uae.aa an office
building.

1

1

1 Appraisal

1

Institute, The ARpraisal of Real Estate, Tenth Edition (Chicago: Appraisal
Institute, 1992), 275.

1
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!'be followin9 ia a aWIJilary of the coat approach including an
estimate of the land value and current replacement coat of the
buildin9 leas all forma of depreciation. Exhibits include land
aalea adjustment chart, land aalea aap and aWDmary of the cost
approach.
Zattaate of Land Value
!be four lane! comparable• reflect the aale of aitea auited for
office/retail development with locations on aajor arterials in
Pinellas County. The subject site value will be estimated on a per
aquare foot baaia. Prior to adjustments, the comparable• indicate
a range from $2.90 to $6.03 per aquare foot.
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coaparable 1 ia located on the vest aide of Starkey Road
approximately 350 feet north of 86th Ave. N. in the Larvo area of
Pinellas County. This 4.35 acre parcel sold in May of 1994 for
$550,000 or $2.90 per square foot. The site ia rectangular in shape
and baa approximately 311.00 front feet on the west aide of Starkey
Road at a depth of 605.00 feet. Utilities were available to the
ai te. The ai te was purchased by the Starkey Road Baptiat Church for
expansion of the church facility contiguous with the comparable to
the north.
Prior to expansion of the church facility, the
comparable will be rezoned to P-I, General Professional Office
District. A representative of the 9rantee inc!ieatec! the aale price
was conaic!ered above aarket.
This comparable ia conaiderec!
inferior to the subject baaed on a non-corner location anc! vas
adjuatec! upwarc! by lOt.
2 ia located on the north aic!e of Gulf To Bay Blvc!. at
ita intersection with Park Place Blvc!. in Clearwater, Pinellas
County.
This 7. 05 acre parcel a old in December of 1994 for
$1,400,000 or $4.56 per square foot. The parcel ia compriaec! of two
corner aitea which are basically rectangular in shape. The sites
have exposure from Gulf To Bay1 however, access ia from Park Place
Blvd. only. Utilities were available to the site. Purchaaec! for
retail/restaurant development, the aite ia locatec! in the Park
Place officejretail complex across the atreet from the Clearwater
Mall. This comparable ia conaiderec! superior to the aubject in
terms of 9eneral location. It ia basically compriaec! of two corner
parcels or outparcela anc! ia conaiderec! ali9htly superior in this
re9ard.
A downward ac!juatment of 30t vas aade ·for auperior
location. An upward adjustment of 5t was aac!e for larver aize. A
downward 5t ac!juatment vas made for auperior corner location.
Coapar~le

Comparable I ia locatec! at the northeast corner of Park Street and
54th Ave. N. i~ the Seminole area of Pinellas county. Tbia .918
acre parcel aold in March of 1994 for $175,000 or $4.38 per aquare
foot.
This corner site ia rectangular in ahape and baa
approximately 200.00 front feet on the ea•t aide of Park st. at a
depth of 200. oo feet. Utilities were available to the site.
Purchaaec! for office divelopment, approximately 4,000 aquare feet
JUalns, AtldnJOn, Combs A Associates,
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of good quality office apace baa been developed with another 4,000
aquare feet planned. This comparable ia considered auperior to the
aubject in teras of veneral location and warranted a downward lOt
adjustment. An additional downward adjuatJDent of ·15t vas aade for
ita ..aller aize.
Comparable 4 ia located on the east aide of u.s. Highway 19,
alightly north of Winding Creek Blvd. in the Clearwater area of
Pinellaa County. Thia 5.455 acre parcel sold in December of 1993
for $1,434,000 or $6.03 per aquare foot. Thia interior aite is
rectangular in ahape and baa approximately 432.00 front feet on the
east aide of u.s. 19 at a depth of 550.00 feet. A aedian cut
across u.s. 19 ia located in front of the property. Utilitiea were
available to the site. ~he aale price reflects adjustments for
demolition costs and impact fee credits. Subaequent to purchase,
the aite vas improved with two restaurants. This comparable is
considered auperior to the aubject in terms of general location and
vas adjusted downward by sot. It vas inferior in term• of size and
non-corner location, thus, upward adjuatJDenta of 5t were aade.
Each of the comparable• vera adjusted for differences as compared
to the aubject and reflect adjusted price per aquare foot value
indications ranging from $2.87 to $3.62 with and adjuated aean of
$3.24 ·p er aquare foot.
Baaed on the cited comparable• and placing greatest weight on
comparable• 1 and 3 aa aupported by the other comparablea, it ia
our opinion that the aubject site has an estimated aarket value, as
of the date of the valuation, of about $3.25 per aquare foot or a
total value calculated as follows:
152,329 Sq. Ft.

X

$3.25/Sq. Ft.

Zatimate4 8ite Value

$495,069

tso~,ooo

caoun4a4)

STRUCTURE

Information contained in the Marshall Valuation Service Handbook
indicates the subject ia classified as an average to good Claaa C
office building (aection 15, page 18). Subsequent to applying the
appropriate multipliers, the replacement coat per aquare foot is
estimated to be $57.28 per square foot.
SITE IMPROVEMENTS

site improvement costa including aaphalt paved parking area,
concrete walks, aprinkler ayatem, landscaping, exterior lighting ·
and signage were taken from the Marshall Valuation Service Handbook
and are estimated at $100,000.

~otal
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lapact fee estimates used in this report were baaed on Pinellas
County'• 1995 schedule and are estimated at $58,000.
ENTREPRENEURIAL PROFIT
Analysis of sales of properties in the !'ampa Bay Area reflect
developer profits ranging from lOt to 20t with riskier projects
typically near the higher figure. Baaed on this analysis,,
developer profit of lOt seems reasonable for the subject.
DEPRECIATION
From the estimated replacement coat new of the improvements must be
deducted the accrued depreciation due to all sources, including
physical depreciation, functional and external obsolescence.
Physical depreciation has been aeasured via the economic age-life
aethod. Baaed on an effective age of 15 years and economic life of
40 years, total physical depreciation is estimated at 37.5t.
'l'he subject has a functional layout and design.
No functional ·
obsolescence was noted at the time of inspection. 'l'he subject
suffers external obsolescence which is a result of a relatively
weak real estate market and weak though improving economy.
External obsolescence abstracted form sales of office buildings in
the Tampa Bay area indicates a loss in value of sot applied to the
coat of improvements after physical depreciation. When applied to
the subject, this results in an external obsolescence of $525,000.
'l'hia ia further supported by tbe results of the sales comparison
and income approaches to value.
'l'he market value by the subject property by the coat approach is
estimated as follows:
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Structure:
Building Area:

I
)
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23,900 SqFt X $57.28 •

$1,368,992

site Iaprovementa :.
Paving, landscape, Sign:

$100,000

Iapact ' other Pees:
~otal

$58,000

------~----$1,526,992

Iaprovementa:

Developer overhead ' Profit:

10.00t

$152,699

------------

Replacement Coat New of Improvements:
~··

Depreciation:

Eff
Age Life

Physical Deterioration:
Subject Property:

37.5t(R)

Functional Obsolescence:

15

40
$0

External Obsolescence:

$525,000

Total Depreciation:

$1,154,884

Depreciated Cost of Improvements:

$524,807

Plus Estimated Land Value:

$500,000

.8'1'IKA'1'1 C08'1'

aotnmzn

OP 80BJBC'l' BY COI'l' APPROACH:

-----------,1,024,107
t1,025,000

'1'0: ·

]
8ALB8 COKPARIION UPROACB:

]

]

following summary is a recapitulation of the improved
comparable• used in the analysis. Improved comparable write-ups
with photographs and location aap are provided at the addendum of
the report. The improved comparable• were analyzed on a per aquaz:e
foot basis.
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. .ROVED COMPAPAIU SAlS ANALYSIS
NAME

a&IECT

SAL& fiAICE (S.P.)

]

l
]

.-s.ooo

11.121,100

ao.ooo

11.200,000

11-»17

J4.30.16

1U1LD1NG SIZE

13,100

11,340

11,300

12,773

22.572

141.14

171.45

172.11

153.16

13-Apr-15

~

07.Jun.83

O'Mpr-13

23-Apr-85

F•Sirnple

F•Simple

F•Sirnple

F•Simple

F•Sirnple

PRICE/SF

DATE OF APPAAISAUSALE

]'

]

COMPARABLE
4

04-10-11

FINANQNGICONDITlONS OF SALE
FINICON ADJ 8ALES PRICE
FIN/CON ADJ SPISF

]

COMPAP.MLE
3

~11

ADJUSTMENTS

1

1

2

~-11

]

r;

COMPAMB~

IEC.TWN-ANG

PROPERTY RIGHTS CONVEYED

1

COMPAAAB~

110,000

10

IIIS,OOO

11,121,100
171.45

148.16

10

· ~a

172.11

11,200,000
153.18

ao.ooo

MARKET CONDmONS
~ADJUSTMENT

0.00%

QUALITY

CONDITION
BUILDING SIZE
LAND SIZE
LAND/BUILDING RATIO ()(:1)
OTHER
OTHER

0.~

25
0.~

0
0.00%
11,200,000
153.16

11,521,100
171.45

1830,000

148.16

Awrege
. 1176

Awrage
1110

Superior
1881

Superior
1-

Superior
1te1

MMon.-y/AYg

MM~/Avg

Muo;yy/Good

MM01fi"//Good

MMonry/Avg

A~

Awraoe

Av.rage

Average

23,100

11,340

152,328

278,348

1.37

13.04

21,300
121,109
1.08

Awraoe
12,773
15,340
1.12

1185.000

TIME ADJUSTED SALES PRICE
TIME ADJUSTED SPISF

PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS
LOCATION
YEAR BUILT

23

21
0.00%

NUMBER OF MONTHS SINCE SALE

172.11

22.572
245,678
10.88

]
LOCATION/SITE

~

]

OUAUTY
AGEICONOmON

~

-1"

·1·

]

LAND TO BUILDING RATIO
BUILDING SIZE
OTHER

""'

·1K

TOTAL NET ADJUSTMENT

-1~

]
]

ANALYSIS
ADJUSTED SALES PRICE
ADJUSTED IALES PRICE/SF

·15"

~

1158.150
140.11

~

""'

'"

"'

"

..

~

0

·11"
.,.

-1~

~

~

-1~

oiCWt

~

~

~

~

-4~

-2ht

1143,511

1531.400

1888.000

144.30

142.23

131.34
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Where appropriate, adjuat.enta vera . .de to the comparable• to
reflect aaterial differences between the aubject and the
comparables.
~be
adjustaent
cate9oriea
include:
financing/conditions of aale, . .rket conditions (time), location,
quality, a9etcondition, land to buildin9 ratio and buildin9 aize.
'!'be four iaproved comparable• bave sale ·prices which vera compared
on a per aquare foot basis. ~is unit of comparison is typically
used by buyers and aellera in this aarket and is considered a
reliable ••aaure of . .rket value.
Prior to adjustments, the
comparable• reflect value indications ran9ing from $41.14 to $72.81
per aquare foot.
Improved comparable 1 is the aale of a property located at 3001
Gandy Blvd. in St. Peterabu~. ~is aale transacted in July of 1113
reflecting a aale price of $41. 14 per aquare foot.
Building
improvements· comprise 21,340 aquare feet and are located on a 6.39
acre parcel indicating a land to building ratio of 13.04 : 1.00.
constructed in 1180 ' 1183, building improvements are of average
quality construction and were in avera9e condition at the time of
aale. Prior to aale of the property to the Wesleyan Church, the
facility vas owned by Straight, a drug rehabilitation org~nization.
A representative of the Wesleyan Church characterized the
transaction as below •arket.
This comparable warranted an
approximate lOt upward adjustment to reflect conditions of aale.
Comparable 1 is considered auperior to the aubject in terms of
age/condition and land to building ratio and inferior in terms of
quality of construction. Subsequent to adjustment, this comparable
reflects an adjusted aale price of $40.16 per aquare foot.
Improved comparable 2 is the sale of a property located at 14041
Icot Blvd. in Clearwater. This sale transacted in June of 1193
reflecting a aale price of $71.45 per aquare foot.
Building
improvements comprise 21,300 square feet and are located on a 2.18
acre parcel indicating a land to building ratio of 6.09 : 1.00.
Constructed in 1191, building improvements are of 90od quality
construction and were in average condition at the time of sale.
This one story, aingle tenant office building is located in the
Rubin Icot center and is occupied by the Gulf coast Jewish Family
' Mental Health Services.
comparable 2 is considered auperior to the aubject · in terms of
veneral location, quality of construction and age/condition and
inferior in terms of land to buildin9 ratio. Subsequent to
adjustment, this comparable reflects an adjusted aale price of
$44.30 per aquare foot.
Improved comparable 3 is the aale of a property located at the
northeast corner of Gandy Blvd. and lth St. in st. Petersburg. This
sale transacted in April of 1993 reflecting a aale price of $72.81
per square foot. Building improvements comprise 12,773 leasable
square feet with 14,342 square feet of 9roas building area and are
located on a 1.50 acre parcel indicating a land to building ratio
12
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of 5.12 : 1.00 baaed on leaaable area (4.56 : 1.00 CBA).
Constructed in 1186, building iaprovementa are of 90od quality
construction and were in average condition at the tiae of aale.
~ia multi- atory, •ulti-tenant office building ia located at
a
buay interaection in St. Petersburg.
comparable 3 ia .considered auperior .to the aubject in term• of
veneral location, quality of conatruction and age/condition and
inferior in term• of land to building ratio. Subsequent to
adjuatJDent, thia comparable reflecta an adjuated aale price of
$42.23 per aquare foot.
Improved comparable 4 reflecta the current liating price for a
property located in the northwest quadrant of candy Blvd. and lth
st. N. in St. Peteraburg. ~e property ia located on the frontage
road immediately veat of tth. St. N. Viaibility ia liaited. This
comparable reflecta a liat price of $53 .16 per aquare foot.
Building iaprovementa
compriae 22,572 aquare feet of vross
building area and are aituated on a 5.64 acre parcel indicating a
land to building ratio of 10.88 : 1.00. Conatructed in 1181,
building improvement• are of average quality construction and were
in average condi tic:m at the time of aale. The listing broker
indicated the building'• interior finiah would require typical
upgrading/renovation. ~e property's former tenant, All State
Insurance had at one time planned a 12,000 aquare foot addition to
the exiating building.
Comparable 4 is considered auperior to the subject in terms of
veneral location, age/condition and
land to building ratio.
Subsequent to adjustment, thia comparable reflect• an adjusted sale
price of $31.34 per aquare foot •
Each of the comparable• were adjusted for differences aa compared
to the subject and reflect adjusted price per aquare foot value
indications ranging from $31.34 to $44.30 with and adjusted mean of
$41.51 per aquare foot.
·
Baaed on the cited comparablea, it ia our opinion that the aubject
baa an estimated ~arket value, aa of the date of the valuation, of
about $40.00 per aquare foot.
23,100 Sq. Pt.

Value

X $40.00 per Square Poot

bJ tbe 8alea CompariaoD Approach

•

•

$156,000

ttao,ooo
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following aummary ia a recapitulation of rental rates for the
rent comparable• uaad in the analysis. Rent comparable write-ups
vi th photographs and rant comparable location aap are provided at
the addendum of the report. The rant comparable• vera analyzed on
the basis of a vross lease atructura •

)
-]

-

.

COKP . •

SUBJECT

·•1

Location

49th St.
N.
1976

w.,ona
vd.
1961

Avera~•

Avera~•

Average
23,900

Year luilt
Quality
Condition
Size/SQ.FI'
llent/SF

")

]

N/A .

.·/:':.• 2

J

J
•

j

N/A

.·.

··3

··::":

. · ...

Average
11,872
$8.00

Starcre•t
Dr.
1973
Good
Average
31,500
$8.00

9900 9th
St N.
1981
AveraK•
Avera_ge
22 572
$7 . 508.50

0'

so'

100,

]
Vacancy

..·.
.

The rent comparable• indicate a rental range between $7. 50 and
$8.50 per square foot on a modified gross baais. The aubject is
currently owner-occupied, therefore, market rent will be used in
the income capitalization analysis.
Considerin9 the subject's
locational and physical characteristics, and based on the foraqoing
rent comparables, the subject's economic rent is estimated to be
$7.25 per square foot modified gross •

•
j

J
•
j

•
•

•

•

-

----

Rigins, Atkinson, Combs a A110d1tes, Inc.

- - -- - -

-

- - - --

-

-

-

-

- --
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vacancy and expanse information is based on data 9athered on
similar properties in the aarket area. The three iaproved
comparable •ales used in the •ales comparison approach were
purchased for owner occupancy. Thus, ve vere not able to extract
overall rates from these •ales. Other recent comparable •ales of
office properties indicate overall capitalization rates of 1.5, to
12. 5'. Based on the locational and physical characteristics of the
property, the •ubject'a overall capitalization rate by aarket
extraction is eatiaated at the middle of the range or 11.00'.

r.

r

Conversations vith area lenders indicated that conventional
financing could be obtained for a property such as the •ubject at
an interest rate of about 10.25' fixed.
The typical loan is
amortized over 20 year• with a three to five year balloon. The
· typical loan to value ratio for a property auch as the •ubject is
about 75' and the typical required debt coverage ratio ia about
1.25. Based on these assumptions, the capitalization rate for the
subject by both the band of investment and the debt coverage ratio
are estimated as follows:
·

J

-

,

lAND OF INVEStMENTS

Mortgage
Equity

.75
.25

X
X

.117797
.100000

-

-

Capitalization Rate

J

DEBT

COVERAGE BATIO
DCR

J
J
J

1.25

LV

75,

.088348
.025000

------- or 3'
.11334·8

MC
.117797

11.

OAR

• .1104 or 11.00'

Based on our analysis, the appropriate capitalization rate for the
subject is estimated to be 11.0,. The income approach summary
using direct capitalization is summarized as follows:

J
l
J
J

-

15
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DCOD CAPI~ALIDTIOir UPROACB

Total Buildinq Size:

23,i00 SF

Potential Groaa Income:

23,i00 SF X

Plua Tenant Reiaburaement (Taxea' Inaurance):
Leaa Vacancy and Collection :

]
]

]
]
]

Real Estate Taxea
Inaurance
Manaqement Fee
Reserves
Total Expenses:

Sq. Ft.

$173,275
$0
$25,991

15.00t

Effective Groaa Income ' Tenant Reimburaement:
Less Expenaea:

$7.25 -

'

----------$147,284

20.3t
2.43t
3.00t
5.oot

$29,875
$3,585
$4,419
$7,364

--------------$1.89 30.72t

$45,243

$1.25
$0.15
$0.18
$0.31

.$102, 041

Net Operating Income:
Capitalization Rate:

1l.OOt

CAPITALIZED VALUE:

$927,643

INDICATION 01' VU.OI: BY DB IlrCOXZ APPROACH (JU))

------ -tt30,000

]
]
]

J
]

J
1
16

]

-

.. I

•.

aiCAPITVLa~IOH

••

•

&MD

~IMaL &BCOMCILXA~IOB&

COST APPROACH

$1,025,000

SALES COMPARISON APPROACH

$

960,000

%NCOME CAPITALlZATION APPROACH

$

130,000

Properties like the aubject are typically purchased for owner
occupancy, therefore, the aalea compariaon approach baa been 9iven
the vreateat veivht. ·The income capitalization approach supports
this value within a narrow ranve and has been viven close aecondary
consideration. Therefore, baaed on the cited •arket data and the
fore;oin; analysis, the aarket value of the fee aiaple interest in
the subject in •aa ia" condition· and aa of tbe effective date of
April 24, 1195 ia estimated at:
·

I

•

• I n JIOlmUD

I

PIJ'~Y

!'IIOUIUD DOLLaRS

(ft50,000)

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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Item II.C
Regular Meeting 4/13/95

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
H. Browning Spence, Director, ~m.\t~nlty Services~
Mary A. Romanik, Director, Community Planning and Development '{'{\

....

Dlrecto~

&'"

..1/

Requested Action
1. The Board is requested to authorize staff to implement the attached timeline
to implement Youth Development Activities based on the report •Building
Bridges with/for Young Adolescents• and public comment received in reference
to that report. The Board is also requested to adopt the Youth Development
Guidelines delineated in the report.

Options
1. Authorize staff to begin implementation of the attached timeline for Youth
Development Activities.
2. Adopt the Youth Development Guidelines delineated in the report •Building
Bridges with/for Young Adolescents•.
3. Do not approve staff's request for authorization to implement the attached
time line.
5. Do not approve staff's request to adopt the Youth Development Guidelines.
6. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Authorize staff to begin Implementation of the attached tlmellne for
Youth Development Activities.
2. Adopt the Youth Development Guidelines delineated In the report
•sulldlng Bridges wlthltor Young Adolescents•.

Source of JWB Funds

c

Juvenile Welfare Board Second half mil dollars.
1

Fiscal Impact
The recommended time line includes developing a Request for Proposals for
after-school and weekend programs for youth who are between 1o -15 years of
age. If the Board approves staff's recommendation, $103,000 in the category
of Substance Abuse Treatment and $108,150 from Early Intervention will be
used for Youth Development Programming during the next fiscal year.

Narrative._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
In late November of 1993, the Juvenile Welfare Board began an analysis
of the issues affecting the healthy development of young people who are
between 10 and 15 years of age. The analysis focused on young people
in the context of their families, their schools and their community. The
study sought to answer questions such as:
•

What are the issues affecting young adolescents?

•

What are the issues for parents of youth who are in this age
group?

•

What are the local and/or national exemplary strategies for
developing opportunities for young adolescents?

•

Where are the gaps in local programs?

The study culminated with a report entitled •Building Bridges with/for
Young Adolescents• which was presented to the Board on January 12,
1995. At that time, the Board authorized staff to release the report to the
public for review and input. The Board further instructed staff to solicit
input from the community that would enable staff to prioritize the
recommended strategies. That input was gathered through surveys and
public forums. Surveys were mailed to local churches, schools and youth
serving organizations, and public forums were held in the north, middle
and south parts of Pinellas County. The public forums were announced
through the formal notification process, and through JWB TV, a radio
talk-show (U-92) and an article in the St. Petersburg Times. Both the
survey and the forums asked community residents to review an
executive summary of the report, the proposed youth development
guidelines and the strategies that were being recommended, and to
prioritize the recommendec;l strategies. It should be noted that the
majority of people who responded to the surveys and attended the public
forums were service providers. Additionally, JWB devoted a staff
meeting to the topic of Youth Development. Staff were assembled into
2

I

I

seven work groups and asked to discuss and prioritize the strategies.
Attachment A is a synopsis of the priorities recommended from each of
those activities. Attachment B is a list that details recommended
strategies that have been initiated and Attachment C is staff's
recommended timeline for implementing the remaining strategies. It
should be noted that the strategies recommended through the •Building
Bridges• report will (or have) been implemented by a variety of
departments in the Juvenile Welfare Board. The training being
recommended has been implemented by the Training Department. The
recommendation for using the Search Institute's methodology has been
initiated by the Research and Development Department. Recruiting
youth for participation is being accomplished by both the Community
Planning and Development Department and the Training Center and
Programs and Evaluation will evaluate the JWB funded programs in
terms of meeting the JWB guidelines.
Recommendations for prioritization received from the community may be
grouped into two major themes:

c

The first theme involves increasing the number and accessibility of
programs that incorporate positive youth development strategies. The
strategy most frequently recommended through the public survey was ,o
advocate for expansion of after-school and weekend programs... • The
third most frequently recommended strategy was to •increase the number
of positive Youth development Programs...• Additionally, more than half
(46 of 89) of the comments received through the public forums
addressed the need for an expansion of programs for young people.
The Juvenile Welfare Board staff concurred with the information received
through the public forums and survey. They also recommended
increasing the number of programs for young people.
During Fiscal Year 1994-95, $103,000 (annualized) was budgeted in
Substance Abuse Treatment and $1 05,000 (annualized) was budgeted in
Early Intervention for Requests for Proposals. It is recommended that
the Youth Development programs be funded from these two Referendum
categories effective October 1, 1995.

c

The second theme involves collaboration with other funding sources and
concerned citizens and developing a county wide taskforce that
addresses the planning and advocacy needs of the targeted age group.
The Juvenile Welfare Board has a strong foundation in collaborating with
other funders. Examples are ICOPE, Success by Six, the Public/Private
Ventures Project, Youth Build and the Boot Camp Aftercare program.
3

Staff is recommending that JWB strengthen this foundation by
developing a taskforce that Includes funders, concerned sectors, youth,
parents and youth workers. It would not only identify available funding
streams for programs but also be used as an interdisciplinary planning
body to develop a comprehensive plan that addresses the developmental
needs of young adolescents countywide. This taskforce would also act
as an advocacy group for the targeted population. The report revealed
significant programming needs that far exceed JWB's ability to address.
It should be noted that many of the strategies recommended in the
•suilding Bridges report• have been incorporated into standard practice.
Examples are as follows:
• Recruit youth to participate in JWB activities. Youth have been
recruited for and sit on the Community Councils, are participants
in the Community Change for Youth Development Initiative, are
actively involved in the Youth on the Move Committee and have
given reports to the Board.
• Utilize a holistic approach as opposed to a categorical approach
to positive youth development. This practice began with the
Neighborhood Family Centers and has since been incorporated
into all of its programs funded through second half mil dollars.
• Formalize a youth development curriculum. JWB was selected
to participate in a train the trainer activity sponsored by the Center
for Youth Development. Staff were trained on such a curriculum
and are in the process of training youth workers.
• Support the PIPV Community Change for Youth Development
Initiative. The JWB began the planning process for the CCYD
initiative in Childs Park in January of 1995.
• Release guidelines for Positive Youth Development. Guidelines
were released with the •Building Bridges• report.
Staff are recommending that the strategies recommended in the •Building
Bridges• report be implemented over a three year period. Many of the
strategies involve forming collaborative relationships with other funders,
parents, youth and youth workers. While those relationships have been
initiated, developing an actual coalition is a time intensive process. Staff
is recommending that certain strategies be tabled until other actions take
place, such as the ICOPE evaluation of its Information and Referral
System and the formation of a Parental Responsibility Taskforce.
4

c

Staff are further recommending that the Board adopt the •Guidelines for
Positive Youth Development• that are detailed in the •Building Bridges• report.
Those guidelines are included as Attachment D. The guidelines incorporate the
findings reported in the •Building Bridges• report. The report identified the key
developmental needs of youth (cognitive, social, physical, emotional and moral)
and the criteria for effective program development (structure and clear limits,
competence and achievement, diversity, opportunities for self exploration and
self definition, positive social interaction with adults and other youth, meaningful
participation and physical activity). Both the developmental needs and the
criteria for effective program were key to the development of the attached
guidelines The guidelines are consistent with the Juvenile Welfare Board's
recently revised Goals and Operating Principles.

Staff Resource People:

Marla Weston
Connie Caldwell
Mary Romanik

s:board\youthde.003
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AITACHMENT A
COMMUNITY/STAFF RECOMMENDED PRIORITIZATION

STRATEGY
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In September of 1994 the JWB reviewed its policy on funding recreation programs and inserted clarifying language that allows funding for
recreation if it is an essential element that encourages positive child, youth and family development. The proposed Youth Development RFP will .
add- i this practice.
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aelebborUod. Ole tbe lafOIIII&Uall to detelop a
Btra&e&iC plaa ror JOUtb deteloiiDIIll tlaat will
allcnr all JOUtb to parUclpa&e Ia poaUlte JOiltb
detelopmeat acU'IIUII.
IDIUate a coutJ-wlde JoaUl Detelopmeat Task
Force to addnu au Joutb dnelupmeDl Deeds or
adoleleeii&B

Aases8 CUII'IIlt J\D fllllded progr&llll to
detenDIDe tbe lltlllt tbat IJilslUte JOUtb
dlfeloJIDIDl prlaclplel an lacorporated Ia
pnp&ll dellp.

u

u

ATTACHMENT A
COMMUNITY/STAFF RECOMMENDED PRIORITIZATION

SURVEYS

STRATEGY

PUBLIC

JWB STAFF

FORUMS
Rank Only

I

Weighted Point
Value

Percentage of
people who
ranked this in
the top 5

20

3

3'Ai

llltlate udlor eo-spouor u auaal trabdDg
strateu tbat IDcladM a cnfereace n tbe lin•
tbat affect posltlft JR11t defelopmml

21

3

3'Ai

PrlodtJ

Fadlltate a self-Uiellllltllt bJ PbleDu Comity's
JOIItll prornm pmlden, of tbelr program In
nlad0118blp to •eellal tbe dnelopmmtal aeedl
of JODtb (PartlaladJ JGD111 adolelcelltl~ Pntlde
tralJdDC ud teclmlcal llllstuce for tldl selfuseameat procea.

22

2

3'Ai

PrlodtJ

Dnelop ller COAIIIIDitr accea points for

23

1

3'Ai

24

0

K

Utilize tile 8ean:ll Jllltltate's nsearcll
medlodoloO to aaea stadeBt dlk-taklq

bellatlor ud fudiJ usets n a pilot bull.
DetenBiae tile feulllllltJ of apauloa oa a
broader eRU~~..,-wlde bull.

acqtllrtq IDformatln ID tbe area of JODtb
dnelopmml Utilize tile J1mldle Welfan Board's
UbrarJ as oae of tile ller com11111111tJ accea
pobdl.

AI part of tile paltllc mlew pncea, nleaae
pldeb• for J011tb dnelopmeat similar to tbe
studardl ud pdllclpl• adopted for tbe Jullllle
Welfan Board FIIIIIIJ Sapport IDidatiYe.

ATIACHMENT B
STRATEGIES RECOMMENDED IN THE BUILDING BRIDGES' REPORT THAT HAVE BEEN INITIATED
.;.

COMMENTS

RECO~ENDEDSTRATEGY

1.

CoDallorate wttll taer

flllldiDC IOIII'CI8 ud coacenaed aecton to

IDcreue ud .....,. JOUtll dneloiBs

propa•••nc.

2.

ldeatlfJ fluids for prop•mlng tllat lacorporate tile pdnclplea of
poald11 Joadl dneloJIIIltllt ud addre88 tile dnelopmeatal aeeda
of JOuq adoleleeala. Protide teclmlcal assistance udlor
referrals (bat 110& llllllted to) tile followlDC anu: graatw~U~q,
ldeatUlcaUoa of fluullllg I'IICMII'CII, profeuloaal deJelo..-a. ud
orp•hAdoaal dlfeloPIDeat.

J\0 coadnaaDJ seeb to latlfJ fladl f• pngruu to IUaDce
tile Utes of Plaellu CoutJ falllllles ud JR~ lu.mpiM of WI
are tile PUllciPIItate V.a.n CCIII lllblallte. tile BB8 ApplcaU.,
tile Aaerleorpl Pngrua ud 1111 Depadlls of C...ene
AppllcadoD tat were dlacused a& 1111 Afdl liE Board aeedag.

3.

UtUlze a bollldc appnlaeh u opposed to categodcal approacb to
npport po11U11 JCNI&ia dn- . . . t .

J\0 ua 110Jed folward towards tb1a reco1111•dadoa llamples
are 1M Ne&pbodlood PUIIIJ c.ten ud ltaft'a ncow•=d•U.
II to -lllu tile Sabstaace Due !naa.m ud ladJ
Jateneadoa fudlq 1tna111 for !Rill lnelo..-&
progr&lllllag.

4.

Addnaa tile Jatealle Welfare Board's praedce
of nc:readlul propa111.

tat lbaltl fluullDI

Ia SepJ-IIer of IBN tlae J\0 nJlewed 1&1 poUCJ oa fDIIllll
ncreadoa progra~~~ ud luerted cladfJlq lupafe au& a11na
fiiDdlag for ncreadoa If It II u ....uaa ea.s t11at
eacoarages poaiU11 cblld, JRtll ud faadlJ dneiiPIDIIll.· fte
proposed IRtll Detelopms UP will addrl8l IIIII pracUce.

'

5.

SUpport PabUciPdtate Vea&ure'a Co1111aaltJ Cllaqe for !oatil
Doelopmeat laldad11 11J coadacdng u us•••& of die you&b
detelopmeat acUJIU.. anllalale lD a IIDgle aelgltbodllotl. Die
tile lafomaadoa to deJelop a ltn&eglc plu for JOU&b dnelopms
tat will allow d ,..all to pardclpa&e Ia poaldll JOUtll
deJelopms acUJldel.

Tbe plaulDg pJ'OCI88 for a CCIII laldadte II udenraJ Ia ~
Park ae&pborlaood. A strategic plu will lie deJeloped ud
pnaaated to tile com~~aaltJ, J\0 ud PIPV 11J ..,._... of 1111&.

6.

lecndt JOutb to pardclpa&e Ia Jatealle Welfare Board acUJIUes a&
diiJell.

J\0 begu tllll proceu bJ lacllldlng JRtll u . - - . of tile
C..llllltJ AdJlloiJ Coaaclll. AI~ effort wu Dderlakea bJ
coDdacdng a loalll Salllllt oa Vloleace wldcla cahDlaated wttll
I'ICOIIIIeadadOIB JUde to tbe Jatealle Welfare Board Ia AprU.

-

.u

JWB carratlJ collaborates wD o&ller aeeacles ac1a u ae Scllool
Board ud tile lbdted WaJ • a JU1etJ of lllela. ftll
reca..eadadoa aau for a 111n1 flnul eo11alllraU11 effort
foc:uM OD JOutb dlfelo. . . .

- -- -

-

A1TACIIMENT B.
STRATEGIES RECOMMENDED IN mE BUILDING BRIDGES' REPORT mAT HAVE BEEN INITIATED

RECOMMENDED STRATEGY

COMMENTS

7.

Udllle tilt Seardl lllltltllte's nsean:b metbodoiOO to 111811
ltlldellt dU·tUIB«IIellawtor ud fudiJ aaets 011 a pilot bull.
..._.., tbe feulbllltJ or upauton on a broader commmdtJ·
wide bull.

PnllmlllUJ bDpl••taUon or portlou of ddl metbodoJoo was
IDIUated bJ tbe Researcb ud Denlopmt~~t DepartiDt~~t tllroagb a
contract wltb usr ID llareb of 1995 ud wiD be completed ID
September 1995. Lessons learned wiD sbape tbe nut steps for
tlds mearcb IDIUaUYe.

8.

rona111e a J0Ut11 denlopment eantealalll tbat lllbuCII tbe
mowledp ud skllll or J0Ut11 worten.

JWB starr participated ID a "Trabl tbe Tnlller" )ll8lrUl for J0at1t
deYelopm•t tbat was offered bJ tbe Center for Yoatb
Dlfelopment ud wiD prowtde traiDIDg for J011tb worten startiDg
ID April 1995.

9.

AI part. or tbe pibllc mlnr process, nleue pldeliDes for roatb
deYelopiHDt ldlllllar to tbe studards ud prlllclples adopted for
tbe JaYIDIIe Welfan Board FUIIIJ Sapport IDIUaUYe.

Released daJtDg tbe pabUc mlew ud no comments wen ncelfed

10.

Laucb a pabllc awann111 campalp ngudlng tbe posiUYe
acUwtUes or JOQtb.

lleulDgful, long-term cbuges ID pabDc awann111 nqaln
ongoing efforts oYer a leDgtbJ daraUOD. JWB IDIUated ncb
efforts ngardlnC posiUYe roatb deYelo)IDent at tbe Ume tbe
Board made JOatb dlfllopment a prtodtJ, ud bas conUDaed
tllose efforts throagb tbe roatll deYelopmt~~t pluDIDg stages,
fo1111111, IUlYIJI, nport ud ronow-ap, ud ccm IDIUaUYe. JWB
wiD conUDue to addl'lll faded aadlenCII wltb speclftc, targeted
m111ages on posiUYe roatll deYelopment, ud wiD assist u
needed wltll deYelopmt~~t or a more specUic plu u otller
strategies an undertaken.

~
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ATTACHMENT C
RECOMMENDED START DATES FOR THE REMAINING STRATEGIES
PIIJIGIII

' :q· l

I I:; II

:~I

CGIIIIIIPfl

SI'I&Tal

IUDIDI
1.

_......

1-

blcnue tile alllllber or posldte Joatb developmeat propuu ud
acdwtdea Ia lcnl laCOJDe Delgbborbooda. Target areas wltb ulstlq
commllldtJ bDpro••eat IDldad•• ud IDUe tile propuu acceaslble to
low lacoae Joatb. IDidate IDeal •toutb Aalesoarcel• progrua. Allow
JOatll to plu ud ..
co-u•ltJ proJectl 1IUb adult aapenllloL

.,._..t

18811e a todl ..,....._, UP Ia Joe 1986.
whit pntplllltalt D&el Ia OctoiNir ot Ul86.

I

.. --·· ;'
naaue l&aft .w bella &Jw>
'·

l----'4----~._-------------------------ir--------------

2.

October 1986

3.

PebnwJ 1986

I As8e8a cumat .m tuaded programs to determllle tbe meat tbat poaldte
Joatb delelo..- pdaclplel an lacorpora&ed IQ.propua deslp.

I

Dnelop a coaiWOB coapdaed or coacenaed cldzeua, iDcbldlal JOU&l. uw
wlll act u u adlocacJ poap tor JOUDI adolelcata. 1'1118 TaU Foree
.W be adllzld to tacJHtate tbe tollowlal ncommeadadou:

Tbls JII8CIII .W bella Ia PebnuJ et 118l
Delelo)IDIIIlt or tbe c:oalldoa .W take

• IDidate tbe defelopllleat or a coutJ-wlde Joatb delelo)Deat pl•nnln'
proceu tbat .W calwlaate wltb U laterdlsclplbwJ Joatll delelopmeat

tor ,...a dewJopa•t acdiUiel .w ~
approlbaateiJ m ....... Adloc:acJ tor
upuded JI'III'UU .w be a aa1a roc:u

approiiiDateiJ m m•tba Tbe coalldoD'a

ac.a or delelo)IIDC u

IDterdllc:lpllaUJ p1u

• Adlocate tor upusloD or aftencbool ud weekend programs tor 1~ 15
Jear old atudeata tbat IIUiel .m•a Joatb defelopmeat pldellaea.
• Work wltla tbe PIDellu CoutJ Scbool Sptem w promote poaldte JOutll
de1elopmeat Ia tbe middle acboola.

tJaroaPoat ...........,

proceu.

plu.

•

Propuu ud
J118C111 Ia Oe&oblr.

4.

PebraarJ 1986

blldate udlor co-apoDBOr u UDual tralD1Dg atrateo tbat lacladea a
coafereace OD tbe laauea tlaat atfect posldte JOUtla delelo)llllelll

Tbe .m Trabdlll ....._. .W apauor a !oatil
DneJo.-m ColltenMe Ia PellnwJ or 111l

5.

llarcb·Jue
1986

Pacllltate a aeU·uaeaameat bJ PIDellu Coutts JOUtb propam prowtden
or tbelr propama Ia reladoDSblp to meetlq tbe delelopmeatal Deeds or
JOUda (pardcalarlJ JOUDg adoleaceDta~ Protide traiiiiDI ud teclullcal
aaalatuce tor tbl8 aeU-uaeaameDt proc:eu.

Tbe JWB 'J ;;dJ.J •. ,• Coater .W facilitate dal8
proceu. Tile TrUabll Ceater w alnldJ INtpa
traiJIIq JHtb WOlken Ia poaldle Ja.da
developmeat elllllcldul ~

6.

Not BeiDI
lecommeaded
At ftll Tille

Allell CIUI'IIlt pareat support propams/acdtldea to determllle It tbeJ
tocu oa tbe dnelopmeDtal Deeds or Joatb ud tbelr faiDIUes.. Detenlllae
It tlaeae actbldea an readi)J aceeaalble to aU parata ud an C1111ua11J
nlllut.

Tbls I'ICOI8JaeadadOB wu pdoddzed u ...._
15 (ot ZC) un.p tile -ultJ IIIIIIJI. It
wu ao& llldleatM u a pdodtJ " atatt llluba&
tbe pabllc: ronuu. 8&atf 11 ........., daa&
tbl8 atrateo be tabled udl tbe Panatal
llelpoulllllltJ Talk Pln:e Ia ellallllslled.

u

fiiJICIII

UCOBIIIDID S!IATIII

COMUIIIS

ftii!M!I
7.

Not lelq
lecommeaded
At Tbl8 'I'IDle

Dmtlop kiJ COIIIIIlnllJ access points ror acqalrlq IDfonaatloa ID tile
area or J0Dt11 denlopmeal Utilize tile mfllllle Welfare Board's UbrarJ u
eae or tile kiJ ClllllllultJ access polats.

Tbl8 l'ICOIIUileadatloa was pdodtlzed u number
23 (of 24) tllroaP tile COIIIIIl1lllltJ IRiniJI. It
was aot ladleated u a pdodlJ bJ starr daJbll
tile paltllc ronou. Starr III'8COIIIIHildll tllat
tllll strateu llOt be baplaaeated utlliCOPI bu
. . . . .ed nat ltlpl It wiD take ID terms or
dnloplq a loatll Denlopmeat DlnctorJ.

8.

Tole

ldeatlfJ finds ror a dlnctoQ tllat ldeatlftes loatll Dnelopmeat J'roCI'allll
ID PIDellu CoDtJ and establllb a loatll Defelopmeat raronaatloa

ICOPIII carr.tJJ usesar tile taronaatloa and
nrernl QBt. t11at bu beea flllded bJ ICOPE
m•ben and II ateulftiJ aaed tbroagboat
PIDellu ComltJ. Tbe ncommeaded dlnctoQ
sboald be an meutoa or tile dlnctorJ wblcb II
ClUTfJDtiJ Ia place.

Detenlbled

CleaJtqlloae.

s:\board\yd-att-c.apr
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ATI'ACHMENT D
GUIDELINES FOR
POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Positive youth development may be "best described as the process through which
adolescents actively seek, and are assisted, to meet their basic needs and build their
individual assets or competencies" (Carnegie Task Force on Youth Development and
Community Programs 1992:38).
The experiences that a young person has during adolescence may determine if the
individual will become a productive, contributing member of our society or lead a vastly
diminished existence.
Therefore, programs that promote the positive development of early adolescents
need to focus on nurturing and e_nhancing the process that has already begun and
provide opportunities, guidance and support to young people as they strive to meet the
challenge before them.
This

stud~

hn . identified the key developmental needs of youth (cognitive, social,

physical, emotional and moral) and the criteria for effective program development
(structure and clear limits, competence and achievement, diversity, opportunities for selfexploration and self-definition, positive social interaction with adults and other youth,
meaningful participation and physical activity).
The findings of this study are consistent with the recently revised (March 1992)
Goals and Operating Principles of the Juvenile Welfare Board. In response to the
findings, the Juvenile Welfare Board bas developed the following guidelines for program
planning for youth development.
The Juvenile Welfare Board will follow these guidelines in developing
programming for young adolescents. Juvenile Welfare Board also recognizes the
importance of community-wide collaboration and involvement in providing for the needs
of young adolescents as it is stre.ssed in the literature. Juvenile Welfare Board will work
to develop a collaborative effort with the Pinellas County community to become a

c

healthy community that enables positive youth development. According to the literature,
F-1

..
such a healthy community will:
•

Involve parents, youth, neighborhoods, schools, religious organizations, and
youth organizations as partners in youth development;

•

Provide a broad array of activities, facilities, and events that help develop
youths' capacities and actively compete for young adolescents' time and
attention;

•

Serve as a vigorous advocate for and with youth;

•

Ensure the availability of opportunities to all its youth and actively work to
include them in all aspects of programming and planning;

•

Plan for the long term;

•

Where possible, meet the needs of young adolescents through their natural
activities and affiliations;

•

Recognize the potential of youth as valuable community resources and
provide opportunities for their involvement and service;

•

Provide training opportunities in youth development for adult leadership;

•

Provide parent education opportunities that focus on developmental needs
of youth;

•

Expect accountability for program outcomes.

Programs that are designed to enhance the positive development of young
adolescents will:
•

Recognize, value, and respond to the diverse backgrounds and experiences
that exist among young adolescents;

•

Tailor the content and processes of programs to the developmental needs
and interests of young adolescents and include youth in planning;

•

Focus on the strengths and the potential of young adolescents and provide
opportunities, information and support for their development to help youth
make the most of their personal assets;

•

Provide youth development activities during out-of-school time and make
F-2
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them easily accessible in terms of cost and location;

•

Provide structure and clear limits;

•

Provide youth with opportunities to experience competence and
achievement;

•

Provide youth with opportunities for self-exploration and self-definition;

•

Provide youth with opportunities for physical activity to express extra
energy;

•

Provide youth with safety and supervision;

•

Provide youth with opportunities for voluntary community service;

•

Plan programs with youth with particular attention to include underserved
youngsters in all aspects of programming and program planning;

•

Promote integration of "at-risk" youngsters;

•

Strengthen the quality and diversity of adult leadership;

•

Specify and evaluate intended outcomes;

•

Establish solid organizational structure, including energetic and committed
board leadership;

•

Provide support and guidance by caring adults;

•

Provide opportunities for positive social interaction with adults and other
youth;

•

Plan programs from a long-term perspective;

•

Plan programs with parents and the residents of neighborhoods in
developing and providing programs for their own young people.

F-3
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POSITIVE YOUfH DEVELOPMENT VISION STATEMENT

In a Youth-Centered America, every community would have a network of
Affordable, Accessible, Safe, and Challenging Opportunities that appeal to
the diverse interests of young adolescents. Youth Development Services
would provide meaningful opportunities for young people to pursue
individual interests as well as to contribute to their communities. They
would grant youth appropriate degrees of autonomy.

They would be

organized through responsive program, organizational, and community
structures. They would be rooted in a solid foundation of research and
practice-based knowledge of the needs of children and adolescents and
supported by a dependable and diverse financial base. Finally, they would
be grounded on suggestions from Youth themselves. (Carnegie 1992:77)

s:\boarc:l\att-d.apr
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Action

Item II. D
Regular Meeting 4/13/95

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto~
H. Browning Spence, Director, eonW.unlty Services
Mary Romanik, Community Planning and Development

•

ttf>S
V
Tf'

Requested Action
Allow agencies funded during FY 94195 for lntergenerational
Programs to re-apply for FY 95/96 lntergenerational funds at a level
of up to 50 percent of their previous year's funding. Those agencies
would be required to re-submit their proposal through the usual
competitive Request for Proposals process.

Options
1.

Allow the One Year lntergenerational Programs the opportunity to
compete for FY 95/96 lntergenerational funding, at a reduced level
(up to 50 percent of their previous year's funding). Funding would be
contingent upon being selected as a successful applicant of the FY
95196 Request for Proposals process for lntergenerational Programs.

2.

Do not allow for the One Year lntergenerational Programs funded in
FY 94/95 to apply for FY 95/96 funding.

3.

Other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1.

Allow the One Year lntergeneratlonal Programs the opportunity
to re-apply for FV 95196 lntergeneratlonal funding, at a reduced
level (up to 50 percent of their previous year's funding).
Funding would be contingent upon being selected as a
successful applicant of the FV 95196 Request for Proposals
process for lntergeneratlonal Programs.

Source of JWB Funds .
Second half mil referendum implementation budgeted from FY 95/96
for lntergenerational programs.

Fiscal.lmpact
None at this time.

Narrative.______________________
In May, 1995 the Juvenile Welfare Board will issue a second Request
for Proposals (RFP) for innovative lntergenerational programs to be
funded during the 1995-96 fiscal year. There will be up to $150,000
available to award for one year mini-grants. The maximum allocation
for such programs is up to $15,000.
Proposals for funds last year were for •one year- programs. The
limitation on the funding amount and the one year provision was
instituted in order to provide for innovation and afford additional
community groups the opportunity to compete for funding. The
review process looked for creative ideas to link different generations.
These goals were achieved as many creative ideas were submitted
and over half were new contract agencies. The $15,000 cap was
also set at a level that would allow programs to more easily be picked
up by the agency if it proved to be successful.
This process has demonstrated that smaller grants can foster
creativity and allow more community groups to participate in the JWB
funding process. During the Fiscal Year 1994-1995 cycle 12
programs were funded. Seven of those programs were operated by
agencies that had not previously contracted with the Juvenile Welfare
Board. Some of those programs have been completed. Some of the
programs are in a position to be absorbed by the funded agency.
Staff recognizes that some of the programs funded in Fiscal Year
1994-1995 are not yet ready to become self-sustaining and need
additional support and time and it would be in the best interest of the
community to fund such programs. Staff also recognizes that some
programs currently funded may apply for funds this fiscal year and
would not be recommended for future funding.
In order to provide some support for intergenerational programs that
are not yet ready to be self sustaining, staff is recommending that
agencies be allowed to reapply for a second one year allocation, but
that the award be limited to up to 50% of their previous year's
funding. This will allow programs the opportunity to demonstrate an
increasing resource commitment to their intergenerational program. It
will also ensure that proposers with creative new ideas will be
considered during the upcoming funding cycle.
'

·.

Staff Resource Person: Jean Davies
s: \board\ lnterg.act

Item II. E.
Regular Meeting 5/11/95

Action

c

To:

Juvenile Welfare Board

From:

James E. Mills, Executive Direct¥

'

Requested Action
Select TRIM Hearing Dates

Options
In compliance with the Statutory Timetable, within 15 days following the tentative
budget hearing, the taxing authority shall advertise its intent to adopt a final millage
and budget. The public hearing to adopt the final millage and budget shall be held
not less than 2 days or more than 5 days after the day that this advertisement is
published (Section 200.065(2)(F.S.).
Proposed choices for the first and second hearing are:
FINAL HEARING

FIRST HEARING

c

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

August 17 (Thursday)
August 17 (Thursday)
August 28 (Monday)
September 7 (Thursday)
September 11 (Monday)
September 13 (Wednesday)

&
&
&
&
&

&

August 28 (Monday)
August 31 (Thursday)
September 7 (Thursday)
September 18 (Monday)
September 21 (Thursday)
September 27 (Thursday)

In compliance with Florida Statutes stipulating that the hearings be held after
5 :00p.m., it is recommended that each hearing be held at 5:30p.m ..

Narrative
JWB is obligated to supply the County Property Appraiser's office by July 12 the date
and time of our public TRIM bill hearings. TRIM notices will be mailed by the Property
Appraiser on August 7.
Public hearings to adopt tentative budgets and millage rates should be held between
August 17 and September 18.
Public hearings to adopt final budgets and millage rates should be held between
August August 24 and September 29.
Hearings cannot be held on the following dates:
August 22
August 29
September 12

c
Staff Resource Person: Amy Daly

County Commission's first hearing
County Commission's second hearing
School Board's public hearing

Item II.F.
Regular Meeting 5/11/95

Action

c

To:

Juvenile WeHare Board

From:

James E. Mills, Executive
Robert J. Doody, Ph.D., Dlrector,'JIB Training center

•

Dlrecto~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to authorize the receipt of up to $2,800 from the Center of Youth
Development and Policy Research to implement CYD's curriculum "Advancing Youth
Development" in Pinellas County.

Options
1.

a. Authorize the receipt of up to $2,800 from the Center of Youth Development and
Policy Research to implement the "Advancing Youth Development" curriculum in
Pinellas County.
b. Increase the JWB Administration Budget, Training Center, for FY 1994-95 by up to
$2,800.

2.

Deny the Request.

3.

Any other action deemed appropriate by the Board.

Recommended Action
1.

a. Authorize the receipt of up to $2,800 from the Center of Youth Development
and Polley Research to implement the "Advancing Youth Development"
curriculum In Pinellas County.
b. Increase the JWB Administration Budget, Training Center, for FY 1994-95 by
up to $2,800.

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable.

Fiscal Impact
The Fiscal Year 1994-95 JWB Administration, Training Center budget will be increased by
$2,800 from $443,682 to $446,482.

Narrative
The Center of Youth Development and Policy Research announced grants for implementing
its curriculum, "Advancing Youth Development" in December 1994. Along with the University
of Wisconsin at Milwaukee and New York City, the Juvenile Welfare Board is only one of
three organizations nationally to itnplement the curriculum fully. The grant pays the JWB
$2,800 for costs related to implementation as well as the travel and per diem costs for two
JWB staff trained in the curriculum in Washington, D.C. in March of 1995. The JWB
Training Center is presently implementing the thirty-hour curriculum, training twenty-two
personnel from Pinellas County youth-serving agencies. Response to this training
opportunity has been so positive that the thirty-hour program will be repeated two more times
between July 1o and September 22, 1995. The $2,800 grant will be used for costs related to
training sites, audio-visual aids, and supplementary curriculum materials.
Staff Resource Person: Robert J . Doody, Ph.D.
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PERSONNEL REPORT FOR APRIL 1995
JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassifications:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:
Staff Items:

None
carolyn B. Sanders • 4121/95
None
None
None
None
Stephanie Judd • 4/15185 • Ten years
caroline Blackard • 415193 • Two years
The Research & Development Center coordinated and facilitated a
Technical Workshop for the Community Service Council's In
Florida on March 30 and 31.
Judy Hall presented a seminar on Research for SOCial Workers at
the Clinical Research class at USE on April 5.
Newly published: "Developing a Community Information Base:
Small Area Analysis and the Data Dictionary," Judy A. Hall and
Patricia K. Gehant. Proceedings: A System of care for Children's
Mental Hulth: Expanding the Research Base, The Research and
Training Center for Children's Mental Health, February 28 to March
2, 1994, Tampa, Florida, pp. 349 • 354.
Judy Hall presented a workshop entitled "Research as a
Management Tool" at the NASW-SC Symposium In Columbia, SC at
the request of the National Network for Social Work Managers on
March 2.
Judy Hall and Judith Kugler presented a workshop entitled "Boot
camp: lslt Working?" at the 8th Annual Research Conference
sponsored by the Florida Mental Health Institute In Tampa on
March 6.

NEW HIRES
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
tRANSFERS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None

RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None

SALARY ACTlONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:
STAFFrTEMS
Coordinated Child care
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

Kara King - To regular - 3128195
None
Jeanine Evon - To regular - 4/18/95
carolyn Kovanls • 4/13190 ·Five years
Juanita Taylor - 4/16192 - Three years
Audrey Jorgensen - 4/1193- Two years
Linda Black - 4125/94 - One year
Marianne Czamatowlcz- 4/10/89- Six years
carol Maclna - 4/12189 - Six years
None
None
None
None

Information
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INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS
(UNAUDITED)
APRIL 30, 1995

PREPARED BY
SUE WALTERICK
FINANCE MANAGER

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
GENERAL FUND
INTERIM STATF.MENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES & CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR. PERIOD ENDING APllll. 30, 1995
(CUllR.ENT Y.T.D.% = 58%)

YTD as % of Bdgt
ANNUAL
BUDGET

MONfHLY

Y.T.D.
ACfUAL

ACfUAL
1995

1994

REVENUE
1,287,040

$ 21,697,999

95%

91%

56,000

1,724

49,807

89%

83%

Intergovernmental

596,847

51,347

296,316

SO%

46%

Interest on Investments

311,057

77,083

312,138

100%

57%

Miscellaneous

207,344

1,820

153,849

74%

100%

Property Taxes
Fees

$ 22,949,626

1572999

120862475

24.120.874

1.577.013

23,596,584

98%

95%

{3,032,609}

(223,716}

(1,652, 166}

54%

55%

(21,629,250}

(1,392,254}

{9,457,522}

44%

46%

(2,781, 131}

{32,189}

(2,222, 987}

80%

50%

(2532483)

(L745 2555)

(1.901.642)

(15.078.230)

55%

55%

1642446

7472988

(1602183)

922662342

Component Units
TOTAL REVENUE

$

EXPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Component Units
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

(27.442.990)

OTHER. FIN.SOUR.CES
Operating Transfers from JWB
EXCESS{Deficiency) of Revnue over Expend

(323222116)

FUND EQUITY
RESERVED -Encumbrances
181,378

UNRESERVED-Disability

25,000

-Anniversary
-F/Y Expenditure

1,839,615

3,322,116

328922741

-Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY

!

15~051076

JUVENILE WELFAllE BOARD
COMBINFD BALANCE SHEET- AU FUND TYPFS AND ACCOUNI' GROUPS

c

APRIL 30, 1995

TOTALS

Fiduciary ACCOUNI' GROUPS

GowaDIDalt

Fund
General

Fund
Agency

Fixed Asset

LT. Debt

1995

1994

ASSETS

Interest Bearing Deposits
Investments-Def.Comp.Plan
Due from Other Government
Due from Other Agencies
Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits
Land &Improvements
Building & Improvements
Fumiture,Fixtures&Equip.
Amt.Provided for Comp.Absn
'OTAL ASSETS
UABD.ITIFS
Vouchers&Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Def.Comp.due to Employees
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL LIABIUTIES
FUND EQUITY
Investment in Gen.Fixed Assets
Fund Balance
Reserved: Encumbrances
Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
F /Y Expenditure
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL UAB. & FUND

$ 13,830,231
$ 1,059,557
368,124
467,645
87,571
837,452
19,198
243,496
2,317,496
557,876

!

15.610.221

$

314,380
3,193

!

1.059,557

!

3.118.868

!

4681089
468.089

$ 13,830,231
1,059,557
368,124
467,645
87,571
837,452
19,198
243,496
2,317,496
557,876
468 1089
! 20,256.735

$ 11,805,080
955,392
115,754
680,684
87,571
445,315
8,082
243,496
727,496
525,411
4431290
! 16.037,571

$

$

27,877

t

23,615
569,671
955,392
871571
116641126

468,089
1,059,557

t

t

!

871571
4051144

t

11059 1557

t

181,378
25,000
3,322,116
11 16761583
$1512051077
151610~1

!

11059,557

!

Q

t

4681089

t

314,380
3,193
468,089
1,059,557
871571
11932 1790

3,118,868

3,118,868

$311181868

0
181,378
25,000
3,322,116
11 16761583
$181323,945

311181868

!

4681089

!

20~~735

1,496,403

157,880
1,379,477
1113391685
$141373,445

!

161037,571

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES
FOR PERIOD ENDING APRll. 30, 1995
(CURRENT Y.T.D.% • Sl%)
MON'IH
AC'IUAL

BUDGET

Y.T.D.
AC'IUAL

..OF BUDGET
1,5

DIRECTOR

Personnel

Operating

$

134,537

$

10,957

$

90,667

67%
39%

1994

61"A.
34%

40,582

626

15,631

TOTAL

175,119

~

~

61%

Personnel

89,625

6,760

51,754

58%

58%

18,549

1,302

12,918

70%

81%

TOTAL

101.174

~

~"'n

60%

61%

Personnel

192,784

16,200

109,437

57%

60%

64,560

5,521

21,273

33%

32%

Capital

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

Operating

SS%

Capital

COMMUNICATIONS

Operating
Capital

FINANCE

3,000

_...!..ill.

~

1!..m

~

51%

54%

Personnel

242,577

18,086

140,604

58%

59%

Operating

53,459

1,571

38,542

72%

84%

TOTAL

~

~

179,144

61%

63%

Personnel

219,880

14,002

108,877

SO%

49%

141,370

13,672

66,891

47%

37%

44%

TOTAL

Capital

SYSTEMS&SUPPORT

Operating
Capital

__bQQQ

TOTAL

~

27,674

17SJU

48%

Personnel

512,631

39,044

297,446

58%

57%

24,178

4,565

20,215

84%

82%

~

~

317M1

59%

58%

COMMUNITY SERVICES Personnel

454,591

34,338

257,956

57%

SS%

Operating

56,274

4,408

23,936

43%

42%

TOTAL

~

~

211,1!2

SS%

54%

Personnel

236,743

18,451

118,138

SO%

58%

Operating

98,586

1,828

14,467

15%

14%

PROGRAMS

Operating
Capital
TOTAL

Capital

RESEARCH

Capital
TOTAL

TllAINING

Personnel

Operating

_1..ill

3.000

UI.J29

~

~

40%

46%

309,899

23,230

179,035

58%

57%

133,784

9,155

80,255

60%

63%

~

&m

~

58%

59%

~

54%

SS%

Capital
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

~

!

223J16

!

JUVENll.E WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT

c

FOR PERIOD ENDING 04/30/95

BANK

ACCOUNI'

AVG.RATE

AMSOUIH BANK

Market Investment for Disability
Self Ins.Fund

1.85%

AMSOUIH BANK

Pooled Funds

5.644%

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS TRUST

Investment Pool

5.91%

BALANCE

YIElD

$183,350.13

$284.38

$13,962,989.99

$61,423.43

$522,063.25

$2,524.25

$14,668,403.37

$64.232.06

Budget Comparison
(Year To Date)

c
BUDGET

YTDACTUAL*

$311,057

$386,828.76

%
124%

Over/Under
$75,771.76

**Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

c

BUDGET AMENDMENTS
TIUSMONTII

Operation PAR - COSA
To transfer salaries and fringe within budget due to reorganization.

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES

African American Leadership
Asian Family & Community- Intergenerational
Bethel Community Church - Black History
Caring Active Parents, Inc.
Child's Park
Citizen's Alliance
Coordinated Child Care
Family Services Center
Girls, Inc.
G.C. Jewish Mental Health Service
Pinellas County Urban League
Riviera Middle School - Intergenerational
Sanderlin Family Center
Sgt. Allen Moore Partnership
Stepping Stone
Y.W.C.A.
Youth Homes of Florida

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES
None

$2,800
1,680
500
3,992
2,422
20,000
382,812
101,147
20,000
16,247
29,852
1,500
8,500
ll,800
10,200
10,870
10,931

......

-· .;-
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rTEM III.D.

SITE VISIT
CHEDULE AND SUMMARIES

PROGRAMS & FINANCE
DEPARTMENT

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
OF
PINELLAS COUNTY
4140 49th Street North, St. Petersburg, Florida

"33709

RATING CRITERIA
FOR
MEASURABLE OBJEcriVES

Objective Exceeded

101% +

Objective Met

100%

Objective Substantially Met

95-99%

Objective performance Needs Improvement
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94%

Below 70'k

Outstanding

Exceeded or met 1OO'k of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met, or substantially met 90% of objectives

Satisfactory

Exceeded, met or substantially met at least 70'k of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met, or substantially met less than 70'k of objectives

Site Visit Schedule

May 4, 1995

Community Pride Child Care Center of Clearwater

May 15, 1995

Operation PAR-BETA Program

May 18, 1995

Consumer Credit Counseling Service of the Florida Suncoast

May 19, 1995

Sergeant Allen Moore Community Partnership-Safehouse

June 5, 1995

Operation PAR-COSA Program

June 12 & 13, 1995

Gulf Coast Jewish Family & Mental Health ServicesAdopt-A-Grandchild & Linking Lifetimes Programs

June 12, 1995

Family Service Centers-Central Intake
and Management Information

June 13 & 14, 1995

Family Service Centers-Marriage & Family Counseling

c
Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact Mike Schmidt.

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES

FOR:

Boys & Girls Clubs of the SuncoastCondon Gardens
Individual Services
Directions for Mental HealthPreschool Consultation Service
Family ResourceHelpline
Family Service CentersFamily Life Education
Sexual Assault Treatment Program
Time Out Homes
Youthful Sex Offender Treatment Program
Operation PARDisney Crew Prevention Program

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Boys & Girls Clubs of the Suncoast

PROGRAM:

Condon Gardens

DATE OF VISIT:

December 9-29, 1994

FISCAL YEAR:
TOTAL BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY93-94)

1994-95
$104,798
$ 51 ,287
$
300

The Condon Gardens Boys & Girls Club is a truancy and dropout prevention program which provides
wholesome activities as an alternative to idleness, delinquency, and dropout involvement that
characterize the lives of many youth in that community. Services include counseling, tutoring, structured
leisure activities, field trips and other personal development and awareness programs/presentations.
Referrals are made to the program by the staff, Pinellas County Schools, and parents.
The site visit consisted of a program overview by the Executive Director and staff interviews. Client
services were observed and client files were reviewed.
During fiscal year 1993-94, the program served 210 children and 134 adults. The only measurable
objective not met related to an eighty-five percent (85%) ifll)rovement in school attendance after being in
the program for two months. This was, however, reached at eighty percent (80%).
One of the major strengths of the program is the tutor who is provided by the School Board of Pinellas
County. Clients who were interviewed were very positive about the services offered by the tutor and
appreciate her assistance and support with their homework. Those interviewed Indicated that their
grades had improved as a result of this service. The facility Is appropriate for the services provided, and
there are several rooms, one of which is utilized for tutoring and other special needs.
The only recommendation related to maintenance of client files.

Contract Manager: Gayla P. Larkin

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Boys & Girls Clubs of the Suncoast

PROGRAM:

Individual Services

DATE OF VISIT:

December 9-29, 1994

FISCAL YEAR:
TOTAL BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCAnON:
COST PEA CLIENT:
(FY93-94)

1994-95
$122,652
$ 65,493
$ 409

The Boys & Girls Clubs of the Suncoast - Individual Services Program provides truancy and dropout
prevention services to at-risk elementary and middle school students at four locations - Tarpon Springs,
Pinellas Park, Northside St. Petersburg and Southside St. Petersburg. Services include outreach to
school and other social service agency personnel for awareness and collaboration; homework assistance
(which is integrated with the Pinellas County School's tutoring program); incentive programs to
encourage improved attitudes, behaviors, and academic improvement; counseling and coordination of
resources with schools and families to encourage parent involvement in school and the clubs.
Introduction to work and careers is also provided. These components are aimed at enhancing the
self-confidence and esteem of at-risk students.
The site visit consisted of a program overview by the Executive Director and staff interviews. Client
services were observed and client files were reviewed. A tour of each facility was also provided.
Interviews were held with the tutors who are provided by the Pinellas County School Board. During the
interview with the tutors they indicated that clients who participate in the tutoring program are showing
improvement in their grades, attendance, and attitudes.
During fiscal year 1993-94 the program served 121 children and 136 adults. All measurable objectives
were met or exceeded. All clubs provide field trips for clients and are either educational or enrichment
oriented. Guest speakers are invited to make presentations on substance abuse awareness. career
opportunities. and other subjects. The majority of clients interviewed indicated an improvement in attitude
and behavior. Clients in the Pinellas Park and Tarpon Springs club seemed to relate well to their
Individual Services Counselor. Since there had been turnover of the counselor for the other two clubs,
the new counselor had not yet had much opportunity to work with her clients. All clubs were well
structured. organized, and had planned activities.
Major programmatic recommendations related to file maintenance of the Individual Services client files for
the Southside and Northside Units, and cleanliness of the Southside facility.
Major fiscal
recommendations related to organization and maintenance of personnel files, time card usage,
development of a purchasing policy regarding the use of the corporate credit card, up-dating the
accounting manual, and updating the personnel policies as they relate to annual and sick leave tracking.

Cortract Manager: Gayla P. Larkin

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Directions for Mental Health

PROGRAM: Preschool Consultation Service

FISCAL YEAR:

1994-1995
PROGRAM BUDGET: $52,665
JWB ALLOCATION:
$52,468
COST PER CLIENT:
$512
(FY93-94)

DATE OF VISIT: January 24, 1995

The Preschool Consultation Service Program provides two basic types of services for the preschool
population of central and northern Pinellas County. One is a program designed to provide consultation
services to day care centers, preschools and programs offering services to the preschoolers with special
needs. The other is in-home parenting skills training for families with a preschool aged child . To receive
services the family must have been referred to the program by any of several specifically designated
agencies. The program's major objectives are to ifl1)rove the behavior of involved children, ifl1)rove the
knowledge and/or skills of those attending workshops, and to provide useful evaluations to referring
agencies.
During the site visit JWB staff reviewed programmatic records and data, interviewed program staff and
clients, and reviewed the contract for compliance related issues and procedures.
During FY 93-94 the program exceeded all of its measurable objectives and its minimum service level for
children; but fell short of reaching its minimum service level for adults. This was partly due to the fact
that approximately one-half of the children served were from single parent families.
No recommendations were made as a result of the site visit.

Cortract Manager: Lynn Hildebrand

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Family Resources Inc.

PROGRAM:

Helpline

DATE OF VISIT:

January 6, 1995

ASCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM COST:
JWB ALLOCAnON:
COST PER CALL:
(FY 1993-94)

1994-95
$376,100
$137,012
$ 7.18

Helpline continues to be the central telecommunications access point for 24-hour crisis
intervention/counseling and human services information and referral in Pinellas County. Current services
include:

•

•
•
•

Information and Referral
Crisis Intervention Counseling
Directory of Community Resources
Emergency Service NetworK for two spouse abuse shelters,
the Child Protection Team, and the Hospice program.

During the course of the visit program files, objective data, methodology, and contract compliance were
reviewed and discussed. All were in good order and the program was in compliance with its JWB FY 1994-95
contract. Several staff and a volunteer were interviewed, and time was spent observing services. In FY
·1993-94, the program substantially met or exceeded all of its objectives and service levels and has been rated
as excellent for this time period.
The Helpline program and the entire Information and Referral (I&R) networK in Pinellas County have been
under the study of the I-COPE committee and a major report done by the Florida Mental Health Institute
(funded by JWB R&D Center) has been completed. This report includes many recommendations for
enhancement of I&R services in Pinellas County. Helpline has taken a large step towards fulfilling some of
the recommendations cited in the I&R report by its recent implementation of a new computer and software
system that contains a centralized data base of all the social service providers in Pinellas County. This data
base can be updated regular1y and can be potentially accessed by service providers via disc and by modem.
However, the ability to proficiently utilize the program will require some technical assistance. Already the new
system allows Helpline staff to be more accurate and detailed when giving information while greatly increasing
the speed and capacity of their service. All calls are also data entered, giving the supervisor the capability to
quickly follow-up/monitor any call, as well as those automatically selected for follow-up.
There were no recommendations or suggestions.

Cortract Manager: Gary Ceman

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY: Family Service Centers

PROGRAM: Family Life Education

FISCAL YEAR:
1994-95
PROGRAM BUDGET: $241,557
JWB ALLOCATION: $186,723
COST PER CLIENT: $12
(1993-94)

DATES OF VISIT: March 2 & 3 , 1995

The Juvenile Welfare Board funds the Family Service Centers- Family Life Education Program to provide
primary prevention and education training, workshops. and groups throughout the community. The
program strives to help children, youth, adults, and families better understand themselves and their
relationships with others. The program's overall service objectives are to prevent and lessen family
conflicts, interpersonal relationship problems, and individual emotional problems; strengthen family life;
and encourage the development of maximum potential in individuals so that they may become healthier
contributing members in their own families, community, and society.
During the site visit, we spoke to program staff, observed a Green Circle (self esteem building, cultural
differences) presentation for 65 elementary age children at Ridgecrest Elementary School and a Sexuality
Education presentation for 25 8th graders at the Southside Fundamental Middle School, reviewed
programmatic records and client case files; verified objective and minimum service level data, and
completed a review for contract compliance.
From October 1993 to September 1994, the program served 12,980 children and 5,578 adults, reaching
137% of Its target for children and 112% of Its target for adults. Eight-hundred-and-fifty-two (852)
workshops were provided. During FY 1994-95, the program received lapse funding from HRS via the
Creative Parenting Program that enabled them to serve many more children than in previous years.
Client outcome measurements found 97% of workshop participants reported gaining additional
knowledge regarding the subject presented, and 95% of youth who attended a complete series of family
life education classroom presentations reported significantly Increased awareness of human sexuality
options available to them.
In FY 1994-95, the program was awarded a $25,000 Healthy Start Grant to provid~ additional sex
education/assertiveness training for females.
There were no recommendations as a result of the visit.

Contract Manager: Dorothy Jennings

SITE YISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Family Service Centers

PROGRAM: Sexual Assault Treatment
Program

FISCAL YEAR:
"PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1993-1994)

1994-1995
$587,702
$305,859
$256

DATE OF VISIT: January 24 & 26, 1995
The Juvenile Welfare Board funds the Family Service Centers-Sexual Assault Treatment Program to
provide comprehensive crisis intervention counseling and ongoing counseling for victims of sexual
assault and their families. Crisis counseling is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week through the
use of highly trained volunteers and on-call professional counselors to families with children during
times of stress. The overall service objectives are to keep the family intact when this is the appropriate
choice of action, to restore communication among family members, and to rebuild self-esteem in the
child.
During the site visit, we spoke to program staff; programmatic records and client case files were
reviewed; objective and minimum service level data was verified; and a review was completed for
contract compliance.
In FY 1993-1994, the program served 973 children and 1299 adults reaching 125% of its objective for
children and 130% of its objective for adults. The number of children and adults served was higher than
last year because this is the first full year for counting the additional families funded by the new Victims
of Child Abuse (VOCA) grant. Program outcomes found that 97% of all child victims demonstrated age
appropriate language for body parts and genital area; 85% gave an age appropriate explanation of
child abuse; 74% understood that sexual abuse is not the victim's fault; and 92% made verbal
commitment to tell an adult if someone demonstrates offender behavior In the child's presense. Of the
parents/caretakers who received 4-10 therapy sessions, 98% believed the victim's account of abuse;
91% had an increased understanding of sexual abuse trauma; 94% had an increased understanding of
sexual abuse prevention ; and 91% had increased parenting skills related to sexual abuse trauma.
During FY 1994-95, new groups for children were added and the program will participate in a Florida
State University research project to develop an instrument to measure progress during treatment of
females aged 11-17.
There were no recommendations.

Comact Manager: Dorothy Jennings

.

\

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Family Service Centers
PROGRAM: Time Out Homes

ASCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATlON:
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1993-1994)

1994-1995

$n,777
$55,777
$186

DATE OF VISIT: December 16, 1994
The Juvenile Welfare Board funds Family Service Centers to provide voluntary, short term residential
care for the child in a secure, loving environment while the parent receives crisis, follow-up, and referral
counseling. Four residential spaces are available daily. The program's overall service objective is the
prevention of child abuse and the preservation of the family unit while the natural parent or caregiver is
physically or emotionally incapacitated, thereby avoiding placement of the children in foster care.
During the site visit, we spoke to program staff and visited one caregiver; programmatic records and
client case files were reviewed; objective and minimum service level data was verified; and a review
was completed for contract compliance.
During FY 1993-1994, the program served 245 children and 173 adults reaching 98% of Its target for
children and 99% of its target for adults. Ninety-four percent (94%) of the children served were diverted
from foster care and remained in the family home at 6 months and 12 mqnths follow up after program
completion; 100% of families who repeated services for 2 times or more availed themselves of
appropriate services that were recommended by the program. Client profiles were developed on 25% of
the families admitted. The typical parent was a single white female, aged 34, earning $9,900 a year,
with a high school education and one to two children. Most parents were referred to counseling. The
average length of stay for the child was 4 days. A home visit was made to a caregiver who has worked
with the program for many years. She saw an increasing number of children with behavior problems
needing program services.
For many years, the program has tried to find more African-American caregivers and this year has been
fortunate to contract with two. Program-wide caregiver training in Universal Precautions, Attention
Deficit Disorders, and behavior modification was provided. Baxter National Home Health Agency and
Kash and Karry have donated to the project this year.
There were no recommendations.

Contract Manager: Dorothy Jennings

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Family Service Centers
PROGRAM: Youthful Sex Offender
Treatment Program

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1993-1994)

1994-1995
$86,725
$65,367
$497

DATE OF VISIT: February 14, 1995
The Juvenile Welfare Board funds Family Service Centers to provide the Youthful Sex Offender
Treatment Program. It demonstrates the effectiveness of early intervention with the young sex offender
and his family by reducing the recidicism of the offense while the offender is in treatment and for two
years post treatment. Services include peer group therapy, individual and family therapy, and parent
support groups.
During the site visit, we spoke to program staff and parents of young offenders; programmatic records
and client case files were reviewed; objective and minimum service level data was verified; and a
review was co~leted for contract co~liance.
From October 1993 to September 1994, the program served 77 youth and 125 adults reaching 11 0% of
its target for youth and 119% of its target for adults. Client outcomes found that 97% of the youth
enrolled in the program did not commit the same or similar offense during treatment, and 100% of the
youth co~leting treatment did not commit the same or similar offense within a two year period
following program completion. Sixty-seven percent (67%) of the adults admitted attended Parents
United or time limited parent support groups.
The program caseload was 46 juveniles co~ared to 33 in February, 1994. There are more support
groups, more fee revenue, more emphasis on victim empathy in treatment, and i~roved intake and
monitoring instruments. A goal is to decrease the average length of stay from 14-18 months to 12
months. More parents are involved than before and the court can now order parents to participate.
Parents, attending a parent support group, found that group participation had helped their child to
progress in treatment and helped the whole family with control issues and communication. Staff saw a
need for some families to continue in family therapy after completion of this program.
There were no recommendations.

Comact Manager: Dorothy Jennings
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SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Operation PAR

PROGRAM:

Disney Crew Prevention
Program
January 31 , 1995

DATE OF VISIT:

ASCAL. YEAR:
PROGRAM COST:
.NIB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1993-94)

1994-95
$264,548
$137,331
$13.86

The Disney Crew Prevention Program is in Its fourth year and utilizes a high i"l>act stage production
known as "The Disney Crew" for its primary prevention program. This program involves the use of eight
Walt Disney, Inc. produced puppets and stage show, operated by trained puppeteers. The performers
deliver an anti-drug message through a theatrical presentation that graphically demonstrates the
negative effects of various drugs on the body, and supports the idea that drugs are "totally uncool". The
program content, performance, and donations are closely monitored by representatives from Walt
Disney, Inc., to insure quality and consistency with the company image. The Disney program also
includes follow-up classroom activities through the use of a workbook which was developed by
Substance Abuse Prevention Specialists. This workbook is Intended to reinforce the message of the
program through hands on activities. This year the program was significantly updated and reva"l>ed,
and now includes more e"l>hasis on the dangers of LSD, huffing/sniffing and alcohol along with several
other changes that served to improve the program effectiveness.
During the course of this visit the "Disney Crew" performance was observed, several program staff were
Interviewed, program data and reports were examined. The program was reviewed and found to be in
compliance with its FY 1994-95 JWB Agreement. The data reviewed was consistent with reports sent
toJWB.
During FY 1993-94, the program served an all time high of 26,962 students and met or exceeded all of
its minimum service levels. The program also achieved a rating of OUTSTANDING for its performance
on measurable objectives in FY 1993-94.
A primary strength of the program has been the experience and tenure of the supervisor/coordinator,
who has provided the consistency needed for the program to achieve the rating of OUTSTANDING for
five consecutive years. Also, the program was commended for its role in updating and revising the
program to keep it current. Additionally, Operation PAR and the Pinellas County School Board continue
to evaluate the long term effects of this program In conjunction with the Pinellas County School Board's
Omnibus study.
It was requested that the program establish planning procedures to ensure that program workbooks are
available at the appropriate time(s). It was also suggested that Operation PAR could enhance this
program by utilizing promotional items such as T-shlrts, bumper stickers etc., and by utilizing stage
lights, spotlights and backdrops.

Contract Manager: Gary Ceman
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PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:

APRIL, 1993:
APRIL, 1994:
APRIL, 1995:

581
1,551
789

YID 1992/3:
YID 1993/4:
YID 1994/5:

7,282
12,327
7,205

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:

APRIL, 1993:
APRIL, 1994:
APRIL, 1995:

0
350
104

YID 1992/3:
YID 1993/4:
YfD 1994/5:

3 ,717
4,698
1,163

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION:

APRIL, 1995

893

YID 1994/5:

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:

1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988
1986/1987
1985/1986

8,368
23,518
18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045
16,030
16,005

8,368

YEAR·TO DATE (YTD)

0
DATE

-

PLANNED ACTIVriY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENI'OR(S)

1YPE

~12195

PERSONAL SAFETY SKIUS

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN EFFECTIVE
STRATEGIES FOR PROFESSIONAL AND
PERSONAL SAFETY.

PAUL MAINS

PROFESSIONAL

~12/95

WORKING WITH CHILDREN FROM FAMIUES
WHO ABUSE ALCOHOL

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN INSIGHTS
WD SKIUS FOR WORKING WITH
CHIWREN AND FAMiliES.

~ANCY HAMILTON, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

~13195

~"'OUNSEUNG

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL BECOME AWARE
OF CRITICAL ISSUES IN COUNSEliNG
NTHEHOME.

1

0Y FRIIZ, M.S.

!pROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONALS WIU LEARN Pf..i:l'ITIVE
PARENTING SKIUS AND HOW TO
'rf;ACH EFFECTIVE DISCIPLINE.

...,UCINDA HUDGINS

lpROFESSIU:iAL

:ACK HARTMANN, M.A.

!PROFESSIONAL

IN THE

r:IOME

)/4195

rmDIRECTING CHIWRENS
fJEHAVIOR

JWB

rJ/5195

~OMMUNICATION SKIUS

fwD TEAM BUIWING

PRIVATE INDUSTRY
'r:;OUNCIL

VSING VOLUNTEERS

JWB

'rrHJS SEMINAR EXPWRES TECHNIQUES
lrO EFFECTIVELY WORK WITH VOLUNlrEERS.

JWB

~15195

~FFECTIVELY

~19/95

rJUILDING RESIUENCY IN
~"'HILDREN

~TAFF WILL LEARN TECHNIQUES/

SKILLS FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICA'rJON AND TEAM-BUILDING SKIUS.

~. J. DOODY, PH.D.

~AROL MARINELLI, M.S.

!PROFESSIONAL

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN CREATIVE
~CTIVITIES FOR BUILDING SOCIAL
SKILLS IN CHIWREN.

rATHY REGAN-LEE, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

)/9195

~AGING

THE 7 HIGH
r!TRESSORS OF RAISING
vouNG CHILDREN

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN STRESS
'AANAGEMENT FOR PARENTS.

:ACK HARTMANN, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

110195

WORKING WITH DELIN~UENTYOUTH

JWB

r!TAFF WILL GAIN INSIGHTS AND SKILLS
FOR WORKING WITH DEliNQUENT
VOUTH.

:AMES MYLES

!PROFESSIONAL

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
DATE
~II2195

/16195

PLANNED AC11Vl1Y

~REATING A SUPPORTIVE
~IRONMENT FOR GAY,
~SBIAN, AND BISEXUAL
CUENTS

i4RT AS A MEANS OF
COMMUNICATION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SITE

JWB

'rJEDFJEW HOSPITAL

ri/19195

CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN
PARENTING

JWB

fi/I9!95

DBSERVATION AND
DOCUMENTATION

JWB

PRESENfOR(S)

1YPE

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN APPROPRJ4TE COUNSELING TECHNIQUES AND
NTERVENTIONS FOR CLIENTS AND
WIU HAVE OPPORTUNITIES TO BEroME MORE SENSITWE TO
~ULTICULTURAL ISSUES.

\IARY HOWARDr/AMILTON, ED.D., AND
OTHERS FROM U. OF F.
DEPT OF COUNSELOR
ri:DUCATION

PROFESSIONAL

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN IMPOR'ANT FUNDAMENTALS OF USING ART
NTHERAPY.

'AN NEVARD, A.T.

PROFESSIONAL

PARTICIPANTS WIULEARN STRATE'rJIES FOR MAKING PARENTING PROrrRAMs AND COUNSEUNG MORE
~ULTURALLY RELEVANT.

OAN WOODY, M.S.W. ,
r...C.S.W.

PROFESSIONAL

PAMILY PARTNERS STAFF WLL LEARN
ENHANCE THEIR
DBSERVATION AND DOCUMENTATION

~NDA LOCKEIT, M.S.

'PROFESSIONAL

~ARLY CHIWHOOD STAFF WJU LEARN

ITACK HARTMANN, M.A .
1\lARY ANN GOODRICH,
~.A.
~DY SCOTT, CCC
~ARC/A SEIBERT, CCC
~ARYANN HARMAN, B.A.

!pROFESSIONAL

~TRATEGIES TO

~KILLS.

fi/19195

125/95

WORKING TOGETHER:
r.rEW ACTIVITIES FOR
'f,NHANCING COOPERA'fiON

WORKING WITH HOSTILE
't<AMJUES

~UTH ECKERD HAU

rREATIVE ACTIVITIES FOR ENHANCING
'r;:OOPERATION IN YOUNG CHIWREN.

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL DEVELOP SKILLS
0 DEAL WITH RESISTENT FAMILIES.

:

-·~

' ....

lroy JOHNSON

'

!PROFESSIONAL
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Christopher WllliaiM, right, 10 yNrs old, and Chrla Engel,
7, dr try lfH" beans In a wok at the Palms of Largo
Retirement Facility under the watchful eye of resident

c

Mary Kerkhof. The children and senior citizens taam up to
prepare food each grew in gardens at the retirement homa
and the Fun 'N Friends Leeming Center.

Generations brought together
by growing, cooking and eating
Juvenile Welfare Board
funds intergenerational
garden projects.
By ANNMAIUE SAJlSFIELD
Trlblllle Stall Writer

LARGO - Asblee Weaver's special
friend, Grandma Mary, didn't live lon&
enoup to tale tile wonderful vqetables
they worked so bard to p-ow.
So 011 the day children from Fun ' N
Friends l..arnln& Center pthered to
prepare a meal With ~enlon from Royal
Palms Senior Residence, Aslllee, 7, aot
plenty of IIIIlS from Grandma Pea.
" Sbe was a very Dice lady," Aslllee said
or Mary Ellis. " We sat toeelber and walked
and pulled Weeds."
Pea Aaronson. 84, was happy to belp
Aslllee cut up vqetables to make a 181ad.
Meanwblle, at otber tables on the !leCOnd
noor of the Royal Palms residence, cblldren
and tenlon were busy preparlnalalad
dresln& coleslaw, vqetable piDa, and lllr
tried beans and snow peas.
Tbe vqetables were barvelled jlllt two
days before the bl& feast Tbunday.
Tbe prdenilll project, wblcb bepD In
October, Is part of an IDteraeneratlonal
pfOIJ'&m funded by the Juvenile Welfare
Board. Tbe board, wblcll tu:es Pinellas
County residenl! to pay for ~ervlces for
Clllldren, doled out $149,757 to 12
orpnlzations lbat proposed
IDteraeneratlonal activities.
Tbe Palms or Lar&o lllteraenerational
Community FoundaUon received $11,065 for
the prdeDID& project. Two prdens were
deai&Ded - one at the ~enlor residence and
ooe at the leamlna center.
At Royal Palms, the prden wu created
In elevated planten eo lbat It would be
Wlleetcbalr acceaslbte. Seeds and ptanl!
were arown ID the p-ound at Fun 'N Friends.
Some 50 cblldren qes 2 to 11 took pert In
the PfOIJ'&M alone with 20 elderly residents.

BRUCE HOSKING(Trlbuno phOto

Brittnla Griffin, left, Briana Yunker, canter, end Daniel Soundertand tand a
garden at Fun ' N Friends Learning Center in Largo.
AddllloDal belp came from a
llorllculturlst from Wllcoz Nu-ries and a
nutritionist from Pinellas County E:ltenalon
Services.
"Tbey planted 80 percent of It," Frank
SUnderland, 15, said of Ills younc
companions. "Tbey love the dirt. It's
surprlsln& bow quick they are - you belp
them plant two little plants, and before you
tnew It, they bad 111:1 done on their own."
Cllrlstopber Williams, 10, said be teamed
a lot about plants lbat can arow to Florida.
" I didn't know you could crow celery and
beans down bere," be said.
He perllclpeted In weedln& waterin&
plantln& and barvelllng.
"I love It," be said, before retumln& to a
wok filled with snow peas and strln& beans.
Erica Evancetlst. 7, Is every garden
owner's dream. Her favorite pert or the

li:l·month project was weedln&- Tbat's
becau.. It makes the garden look nicer, sbe
said.
Liz Williams, who concocted the Idea and
wrote the crant for the foundation, believes
the project bas been even more succe!ISful
thaD wbat sbe envisioned.
Beyond the gardenln& skills and
nutritional l_,ns, the children also gained
Ufe uperiences. Tbe death of Mary Ellis,
for eumple, taupt the younpters bow to
deal With lllllag a ~~peelal friend , Williams
...d.

''They developed relatlonsblps and
respect for each otber," sbe said. "Tbey
enjoyed eacb other's talents."
Said Sunderland: "Tbey got a kick out of
It and we did, too. Tbe.. kids are a lot of

run."
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NOTICES

BAY AREA

BID/PUBLIC

NOTICES

ADVER11SEMENT FOR BID

The Juvt'flilc Welfare 1\oard of l'lndla5 County is ltXrP(ing sealed bids lor a buyer
lo purch~!;C and rrmove the following ilemsftom the former Chase Manhlllan
Rank 01'('fations Ccnltf at 66!lf! 611th A~ue North:

Item I· National Sale Company Sale door Model number BP-2632, 1-3520.
Item 2 · Approlimatcly

1979~qu.are

!eel ol rlited compuler flooring.

Item 3 · Ernt'fgency Power F.n,rinccring Inc. El'~: Powcrllloc 30 KVA. and
Power Conditionirnr Syl'lcm Modell l'n20111 Z.JO
All bids lor purcM<c of th~ items mu~l be recevcd by I he }uvt'nile Welfllre 1\oard
II 4140 · 49th~(.'{~ North, St . P('(er ~burg. :0709, by 2:00PM on April27, 1995.
The purcha~ i ~ rl'!'jX>O~i ble lor the carli~ possible rcrnoVlll of the purcha..o;cd
it('fllS and should ldmtify I heir proJ!O"('d timetable in their bid. A<1ual removal shall
on-ur at a time and in a mmner ~<-rp(a ble to the JWII consisten t "ith JWII schcd·
be sold to the bidder thll provides the highest
uling rcquircm<,t~ . The itm1s
monclar y bmefitto the JWII .
The item< ...;n available for preview to pr o~ivc bidder.; on April 24 at 9:30
A.M. at 66<1R 6H! h Avmue North, Pinellas Park. Contac1 Naomi Brooks, Operations
MM<II!I'f. al 521·1~ 5.1.
JU\1·:NIIF. Yt1:1FARE IIOARD OF PI NEllA" COUNTY
4140-4!llh SL N.
SC. Peter.< burg. Fl. ~~i09
Phone: (!SI1) 521-11\53
Oo4505H
April lA, 1995
2595

,.;n
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Neighbors offer food for your
thoughts
By JOANNE B. WALKER
T1mH c-aponcl!nt

eighborhood leaders are
trying to attract your
attention this spring with fun,
food and closer-to-home meetings.
Childs Park is even offering free
barbecue, a carnival atmosphere,
petting zoo and moonwalk from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. April 29 just to get
some input from you.
In fact, getting your attention and
opinions may make a $200,000 to
$300,000 difference to Childs Park
neighbors competing against six
other neighborhoods in the nation for
Public/Private Venture Grant funds.
Representatives have six months
to prepare a plan that would help
middle-school children as they
develop into responsible adults in the
job market. Members of the
Neighborhood Youth Initiative
Council have drawn a plan, but now
they need to tell you about it. They
also want your opinions, said Marie
Weston, program consultant/growth
development specialist at the Juvenile
Welfare Board, which is monitoring
the grant.
So why not go to the Family Fun
Day at Childs Park Recreation
Center, 430113th Ave. S, next week
for the free event? After all, how
often is it that someone actually
wants to hear what you think about
something?
You also are invited to the
Edgemoor Neighborhood
Association's Picnic in the Park from
noon to 4 p.m. April29, as long as you
bring a covered dish. The address is
Foch Street between 58th and 62nd
avenuesNE.

N

c

Neighbors are celebrating the
opening of their new park and
admiring the work they have
accomplished with funds from the
Great Neighborhood Partnership
Grant money.
What began as an overgrown -retention pond is now the
neighborhood lake and park highlighted by wooden benches, trees
and soon, a lake fountain. Council
member Connie Kone will cut the
ribbon officially declaring Edgemoor
Park open to the public and the area's
800 households. Watch for the
association's wood duck logo that
soon will be added to the park
entrance sign.
Because of the diverse geographic
area represented by Uptown
Neighborhood Association, they have
decided to have quadrant events to
personalize problems and wish lists.
The first meeting will be in Euclid
in May at St. Anthony's Park.
In the meantime, everyone living from Fourth Street N to Interstate 275 between Fifth and 14th
avenues N is invited to the association's plant clinic at 7 p.m. Thursday at St. Anthony's Resource
Center, Fifth Avenue and Martin
Luther King Drive N. Two landscape artists will be on hand to
diagnose your plant problems and
share some spring planting ideas.
For details, call president Ingrid
Comberg at 821-2192.
Crescent Lake Neighborhood
Association just increased its
membership by more than 50
members, said board member Judy
Zamanillo. Members dressed in
bright green neighborhood Tshirts visited non-members' homes
and left association information

and door hangers.
At the association's sixth annual Picnic in the Park set for April
30, residents will celebrate the
success of the "Green Team" and
numerous other successes such as
appr~al of their formal neighborhood plan and the winning of neighborhood grant money.
Although previous picnics have
been low-key, Zamanillo said there
is too much to celebrate to keep
this one quiet.
The picnic will be from 4 to 8
p.m. with a musical performance
by St. Petersburg's 50-piece Community Band at 5 p.m.
Other events at the picnic will
include a disc jockey leading hula
hoop contests, local musical talent,
an appearance by the Razzle-Dazzle clown duo, and a neighborhood
hospitality booth with - what
else? - green neighborhood Tshirts for sale.
Bring a covered dish or dessert
to shar~ or buy ho~ dogs, hamburgers, chips and drinks from neighborhood volunteers.
The hot dogs are being cooked
members of the St. Petersburg
Frre Department, part of their effort to become more involved in
the community, Zamanillo said.
b~

But what happens if there is a
fire? They drop the "dogs" and run
for the truck. That's when the
neighborhood volunteers take over
again.
Have a good week, neighbors!

i1.,tttrsburg
April 23, 1995

• Being one step away from
homelessness is a harsh reality for
hundreds of families in Pinellas
County. They live day to day,
sleeping in one-room motel rooms,
shelters, or sometimes the family
car. The parents work when they
can - and wony all the time - but
for the kids, It's a way of life.

c

"''llA5E IUP US":
Alaysha
"Precious" Dixon, 10,
painted this sign and
hung it outside her
door at a
homeless shelter.

FAMILIES ON THE EDGE
SPECIAL REPORT I FIRST OF TWO PARTS

.T

~-old Megan Morris slipped bel' tiny lingm;
into a blue plastic bowl and plucked out a Ramen

DOOdle.
She aeemed content as she slurped bel' lunch,
DOOdle by DOOdle, silting oo the carpet of a Tarpon
SpiDgs motel room. So did sisters Kristina, 7, and Becki, 5,
IS they slrolled Barbie dolls past the cartoons blaring on
television.
But their pareuls' faces ftre filled with worry.
Norman and Lorrie Morris knew that in a few days they
would have to IDCM! their liYernember family out of the
ooe-bedropm, ooe-balhroom motelllllit where they had
liYed fer a ftek.
Money was fUIJiliog out.
"I had to sell the kids' birthday presents,• Norman
Morris said one day in
February. "I had to sell
the N'mtmdos. I had
lODAY: Hundreds of
the stereo I Wllllted
PlneHas families struggle to
since I was a teenager,
and I had to pawn it
keep a roof over their
basically fer chicken
heads and food in the ·
lieed..
stomachs of their children.
"We're here wrtiJ the
2Bih." Lorrie Morris
IIONIMY: Cory Sanchez
said "And then we're
00 the street.
has done everything she's
Hll!ldreds of families
supposed to do to climb out
in Pinellas County are
of poverty: returned to
liYing on the edgeschool, gotten a job, nurjust a few doDars away
tured her daughters. Why,
from homelessness.
then, is she afraid she may
And sometimes the
best eduadion and job
lose her home?
training JX'Oei1IIIIS fail
to help the8e families
learn to support
tbemaeiYes. EYeD parents who work fuD time often don't
make enougb tD pay the bills.
For the8e parents, it's a life of worry. They know that
simple problems - missing a couple of days of work,
having tD pay a $100 doctor biD -could be the final straw
that gets their family eYicted.
But fer the kids, it's away of life.
They sleep with their parents in one-room molelllllits or
illlow their mom and dad from shelter to shelter. In
desperate times, they sleep in the family car. This is what
they know.
Alaysha "Precious" Dixon, 10, actually was happy when
bel' family rea!lldy IIIOIIed into the homeless shelter
openled by Religious Conununity Services in Clearwater.
There she would have bel' own room. At. their old
apartment, Precious slept in the laundry room.
But a sign that Precious painted, and misspeDed, and
bung on bel' bedroom door also remlled bel' feelings. h
said:
"Lord please blep us..

Please see Mill...., Page 3

SCitAI'INQ 11E aonoM: The Morris family- including Megan, 2. Lorrie and Norman - often must rely on Ramen nocr
dies for food. The noodles are mixed with water to make soup.

•

Families

from Page 1

/.

A constant problem
Pinellas has fewer families living in poverty than the Florida
average, according to census data,
but it remains a real problem that
does not seem to have improved in
the past decade.
About 6.8 percent of the families in Pinellas County earn Jess
than $10,000 a year.
About 6.2 percent of the county's families had incomes below the
poverty level at the time of the
1990 census, slightly Jess than the
1980 figure of 6.5 percent.
About 14.6 percent of the
county's children under 18lived in
poverty in 1990, little different
from the 14.5 percent level of
1980.
So it's no surprise that some of
these families get evicted from
their apartments and mobile
homes.
Helene K. Pierce, a Pinellas
school system social worker and
Tarpon Springs city commissioner,
said she has worked with 111
homeless children in this school
year alone. Most were in shelters,
with parents who were hoping to
fmd a job or welfare so they could
keep a roof over their head. Many
others were about to be evicted
from apartments.
The bright spot is that Pinellas
County is home to many shelters.
Even when a family becomes
homeless, they don' t end up sleeping outside in the rain, police and
social service workers said. Occasionally families do sleep in cars for
a few nights, but shelter workers
say that as far as they know, it's
rare.
In spite of that, shelter directors say it's becoming increasingly
common for a shelter to fill up and
turn families away. They refer the
families to other shelters and hope
for the best.

House-hunting
In many families, the breadwinner - or breadwinners - work
40 hours .a week. But it's not
enougli.
It is sometimes said that the
best social program is a job - and
Pinellas County has jobs. But many
don't pay enough even to foot the
child-care bill. The St. PetersburgClearwater-Tampa area had the
lowest average pay of any of the 50
largest metropolitan areas in the
country, according to a 1988 U.S.
Department of Labor study.
Other families fall into poverty
after a divorce. If one parent ends
up with the children and the other
fails to pay child support, the kids
may grow up poor.
Shelter workers say other fam-

IF YOU
NEED HELP:
Here are some numbers to
call:
• Helpline, 344-5555, is a
good place to start. Workers there can refer you to
agencies that specialize in a
variety of issues, including:
drug and alcohol counseling, spouse abuse, day
care, emergency shelter,
soup kitchens, food
pantries, health care and
others.
• Consumer Credit Counseling, 585-0099, is a
non-profit organization that
helps people plan and stick
to a budget.

IF YOU CAN HELP:
Here are some agencies
that deal with homeless
families and what they
need. This is by no means a
complete list; there are
many other worthy organizations.
• Salvation Army, St. Petersburg, 323-2222. Needs
food, financial contributions,
towels, blankets and other
personal items.
"' Virginia H. Lazzara Emergency Shelter, St. Petersburg, 823-2859. Needs volunteers to answer phones
and work as counselor's
aides, sheets, towels, personal items, educational
books for children, toys for
children under 12, food.
• Religious Commul'!ity Services Emergency Housing,
Clearwater, 446-5964.
Needs volunteers to answer
phones, large diapers,
bleach, cleaning supplies,
fresh meats.
• Everybody's Tabernacle,
Clearwater, 442-9041 .
Needs volunteers, household furnishings, personal
items, computers for educational programs and cars
that can be given to clients
who are ready to leave the
shelter.

ilies struggle after the parents
make bad choices: They spend the
rent money on clothes, run up
their credit cards beyond reason,
get into drugs or alcohol, or fail to
take a second job to make ends
meet.
Like a Jot of people scraping to
get by, Emma McAfee has worked
hard for years. She has changed
sheets and cleaned rooms as a
maid for a hotel on Clearwater
Beach for two decades.
But last April her work history
was interrupted. She was sentenced to a year in jail for sale of
marijuana.
In an interview• earlier this
year, after her release, she and her

1Q-year-old son were trymg to rest.art their lives. They were living
in a motel room on N Fort Harrison Avenue in Clearwater.
Both slept on the same double
bed, 2 feet away from the television set. She wanted to fmd a
permanent home soon - but she
had only $300 and the motel cost
her $33 a night.
She and her son had looked at a
house a couple of days before, but
the cost was out of reach.
The 10-year -old son said he
liked the house a lot. " But, " he
said, "the bank says we got to get a
mortgage to get it."
A reporter asked: Would it be
hard to get a mortgage?
" I don't know," the boy said.
" We ain't never had to get one, did
we?"
His mother shook her head no.
"A motel's okay," the boy said.
" But it's better when you've got
your own place."

•Enough misery'

' families
The children in these
have a rapid-fire lifestyle, in which
apartme nts, schools and fr iends
change every few months.
Children can be remarkably resilient, but experts say a life of
constant moves and uncertainty
can threaten normal child development and sometimes lead to behavior problems.
"If there's anything we know
about early childhood, it 's that stability, predictability, those kinds of
things breed a sense of security,"
said James Mills, executive director of the Juvenile Welfare Board.
"When you' re sleeping at a different place every few weeks, it
doesn't help that," Mills added.
That worried Darryl and Connie Pardo. After a trek from Texas
to Florida in which they ran out of
cash and slept in their van with
their children, their three children
began getting used to playing in
parks instead of going to school.
Their children often listened in
while they wondered aloud whe re
the dinner money would come
from.
"I know it 's been rough on
them," Darryl Pardo said of his
children. " They've been clamoring
every day about getting back in
school, about meals, about where
we' re going to sleep."
Mrs. Pardo wished she could
make it up to her children by taking them to Walt Disney World. It
was out of the question.
"I would like to give them
some pleasure along with the misery we've given the m," she said.
" We've given them enough misery."
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iEARCHING FOR ANSWERS: A county agency helped the Morrises stay in this Tarpon Springs motel. Christina, 7,
Jeft, Megan, 2, and Becki, 5, watch cartoons while their father, Norman Morris, worries about where they will live.
!he family stayed at the motel for 10 days before moving on.

THE MORRISES: No sense of home
Norman and Lorrie Morris have three
daughters, ages 7, 5 and 2 years old. The
family couldn't afford a home of their
own, but they found the next best thing:
relatives who let them stay at their house.
But that arrangement fell apart earlier this year, and suddenly the Morrises,
both unemployed, were wondering how to
survive.
They bounced from motel to motel,
feeding the children hot dogs, Tuna Helper, Ramen noodles and whatever else the
food pantry could give them.
One week Norman Morris paid the
rent by pawning his stereo and speakers.
Another week a friend moved in and
paid the rent for them.
Another week they didn't have any
money. So a county. agency gave them a
couple of weeks' rent, and they moved

into a motel.
Their cash kept running out.
"I've even tried to sell these boots I'm
wearing," Norman said one day this February, lifting a foot while sitting on the
bed. "These are nice boots, $200 boots,
leather tops and bottoms."
And that was far from the most des~
perate step he considered.
"I've even thought about leaving, and
then she could get AFDC," he said, referring to welfare. "It's eating m~ up bad."
Overcome, tears welling, he slipped
into the bathroom.
"That's not good for the kids," Lorrie
Morris added softly.
Lorrie Morris had been laid off from
her job at a home security company. She
said she got panic attacks if Norman left
her for several hours at a time, which

made it hard for him to work.
Still, Norman said he was thinking
about getting a job anyway.
Suddenly, things started looking up.
Norman said he borrowed $90 from his
mother to get the family into. a trailer for
a week. Lorrie Morris said she landed a
job in a grocery store.
They were optimistic. The Morrises
unpacked their belongings from their car
and made the trailer look homey. The two
older daughters went to school in Tarpon
Springs.
But it apparently didn't last.
Last week, the landlord of the trailer
said the Morrises were having financial
problems. They moved out a couple of
weeks ago, and the landlord hasn't seen
them since.

PARDOS:
Hovvto
shelter the
children?
"You've got to put your trust in
God," Connie Pardo said as her
husband, Darryl, and their three
children surrounded her a~ a picnic
table in the park. "Right now I
don't know how I'm going to feed
my children, where we're going to
sleep. But I know we're going to
feed them."
The Pardos were down to
pocket change one day in January.
After spending a few nights in
their van, they had gotten a charity
Marion, 6, left, and D.J. Pardo, 2, share a motel room bed in
to put the family up in a motel in
Holiday. Their 11-year-old sister, Anna Marie, comes to bed
Holiday, but they knew they would
after they're asleep. The children's parents, Daryl and Connie
have to leave soon.
sleep In another bed In the same room.
'
How did they fall into this predicament?
·
Darryl Pardo was working at a
In the meantime, the kids were
There, Pardo said, he was hopPalm Harbor restaurant two years
ago. He hurt his legs in an accident playing in parks instead of attend- ing his final Social Security check
involving cleaning materials. He ing sch'ool, and " I don't even know would enable him to buy a small
applied for disability benefits, but how to take care of the kids food- house or mobile home.
later moved to Sarasota and then wise,'~ Pardo said.
"I'd like to be able to buy a
Anna Marie, 11, the Pardos' place so we don't have to worry
to Texas.
oldest child, Said she didn't like about anything but taxes for the
"Working in Texas, every job I sleeping in the van instead of a bed.
had I couldn't stay at because I had But, she said, "As long as the rest of our lives," he said. Otherwise, even a big $20,000 check
to stand," despite his injuries; he family's together, okay."
would run out ~ventually, he said.
said.
She actually missed going to Then the family would face homeschool.
lessness again.
But late last year Pardo heard
. "I want to go to school," Anne
he had been awarded $20,000
But in a telephone call from
from Social Security. He and his Marie said. "I miss doing math and New jersey last month, Par do
stuff."
wife packed up the van in January,
Later that day, the Pardos sounded worried. He was still
took the kids out of school and
waiting for a big check from Social
headed back to Florida to receive learned they could stay in the mo- Security. But he couldn't find a
tel
for
another
week,
thanks
to
the
the money.
mobile home and lot under
St. Vincent de Paul Society. A few
But there was one problem. days later, they received an initial $30,000. Even if he could, he
·
The money wouldn't come for an- $4,000 check from Social Security. didn't have $30,000.
other couple of weeks. And that That was enough for them to move
" Ain't no way in the world I can
day in January in the park, the to New Jersey, near Mrs. Pardo's buy the house," he said. " No way I
Pardos' cash on hand had run out. relatives.
can buy the trailer."
6

THE CAMPBELLS: 1t's not easy'
Five times a week, Michael
Campbell gets off work and brings
home his daily pay of $35.
Five nights a week, he hands
over $25 to pay the $125-perweek rent on a motel room.
With the remaining $10 a day,
or $50 per week, Campbell, his
wife, Barbara, and their 1-year-old
daughter, jade, scrape by. They
earn extra money when they can
from odd jobs, but they receive no
food stamps or welfare.
On Saturdays, Campbell some·times looks for cans and discarded
electrical materials he can sell as
scrap. Barbara Campbell cleans

houses, lugging jade along. Sometimes she gives her neighbors and
friends haircuts.
Their home is an L-shaped bedroom and bathroom in a tiny motel
on Gulf-to-Bay Boulevard in Clearwater. It's crowded with a crib,
groceries, clothes, television, hot
plate, bicycles and big plastic bags
filled with aluminum cans to sell
for recycling.
For a while it was even more
crowded. Barbara Campbell's toyear-old son lived there too, sleeping on a mat they stored under the
bed. But recently the son moved to
Alabama to be with his grandmoth-

er.
Barbara Campbell wishes for
" some miracle" that would give
her husband enough time to search
for a permanent job. He got his
current job through a labor pool,
and it pays no benefits.
But most days she doesn 't
think about that, or whether her
family will ever save $500 or more
to get a regular apartment.
"We live on a day-to-day basis," she said. "It's not being
homeless, but it's like being homeless. When you live in one bedroom
with children, it's not easy."
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NEVER ENOUGH FOOD: Megan asks her mother, Lorrie, for a hotdog from their
motel room refrigerator. Her mother wanted to save the hotdogs for the family's
evening supper.
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• Billing homelessness and spuming welfare, many people stll stna1e to make
ends IMit. They go to school, take job-training courses and search for work. But if
the jobs . . ., out there, experts say, there's often ltlle hope.

AN ElCliAUST1NG SUCCESS: Cory Sanchez must get up at 5:30 each morning to get her daughters to day care and school and herself to work by 8:30 The family does not
have a car. so Sanchez must take two city buses to get across town. Amanda, 6, curls up on a bus seat to catch some sleep while Noel. 4, leans on her mother.

Many face tough climb from pit of poverty

C
c

ory Sanchez did everything right
Even people who work hard and get the best
Suddenly divorced with two
help may not earn enou!(h to become
children, she wound up on welfare but completely self.sufficient
vowed to work her way out
. Pinellas has several programs helping people
She entered Project Independence, a in poverty. But no program hel)JS everyone.
stile progr11111 that encourages welfare
There is no Wliversal cure.
recipients to go to school aod prepare
themselves for better-paying jobs.
'Our chance'
To save money. she and the children
111111' IY
moved into her mother's house in
Clln1S ICIIUEGEit F!ne1las County has a strength
St. Petersburg.
IY
when it comes to its programs for
She Sllldied drafting at PlneDas
v. J A N [ - helping homeless and nearly
Tedmical Education Center and
L---"-- ---' homeless families. said Browning
earned a degree.
Spence, director of community
Then she wentjoiHwnting.
services for thsJuvenile Welfare Board.
But a year after graduating, Sanchez sliD has
Spurred on by the ffiieuas CoaLuon for the
not found a drafting job. Instead, she works at a
Homeless, the county's !'IJCial servi..:e agencies
St. Pdersburg department store at less pay
do more than provide food for the ix'lly and
than she had hoped.
roofs over heads. Spc!IL·~ said. The)• try to help
She has a chance to own her own threeneedy families JlE'I111anm tly by (living them
bedroom house. with help from an innovative
education and job skills that " ill make them
YWCA program But now she wonieslhat she
self-supporting.
coo1d lose the home if she can~ scrape
"I think that'~ a real advantage that the county
qether ~ down payment
has.. Spence said. "Homdess Coalition has
Her story shows one of the most worrisome
tried to go beyond the emergency shelters.·
problems for families in Pinellas County who
Please see POVERTY, Page 2
are trying to puD themselves out of poverty:

LONG MORNING AHEAD: Cory Sar.chez wal~s wah her daughters Noel, center,
and Amanda before sunns~:~ to catch the first bus of their daily journey.
Sanchez w111 return home about 12 hours after leaving in the morning.
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FAMILIES ON THE EDGE
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.....,..,..,AI&Yt Noel, 4, colora while her mother, Cory Sanchez, makM the family's supper of chicken and
tables. Sanchez uys she Is happy she can work to provide a horne for her daughtws.

Poverty rrom Page 1
D111.1 Chapman, a 29-year-old sinaJe

mother, ia eaaer to make that tranaitioo.
Recently abe bounced from apartment td
opartment, eYeD takin.l her children out ol
scbool for a couple of weeki becauae abe
Hved too br away to take them there.
Now Chapman lives at Everybody's Ta~
emade, a Clearwater abelter, with her 1011,
John Chriltopber, 9 ; a daUJhter, Kimberlee,
7; and ber 11-week-old baby named Hannah
Harley. (Cbapman likea motorcycles.)
She aaid abe hopes to aet eoouah schoolinc to aet a job in emerJ!e!ICY communications and aet olf welfare.
"Thia ia our chance," abe aaid lut week.
"We're oot aoinl to mea it up."
Everybody's Tabernacle administrator
Bart.n Green aaid more than 100 people
have aua:eufuiJy made it throulh the ~
11'11110ther prop-ama in Pinellas County are
manaaed by the Salvation Army, the YWCA,
Resurrection House in St. Petersbure. Relisioua Community Servicea in Clearwater,
Pinellaa Villqe in Seminole and others.
Pinellas aiiO bas about 3 ,000 parenta
enrolled in Project lndepeodence, the state
education and job traininJ proeram for welfare recipieata. About 1,000 are in some 1«1
ol acbool. Another 1,000 have been placed iD
joba Iince July, and 75 percent ol that number are olf welfare, aaid Bob Janaaen, ~

enm adminiatnt«.

.

But he 8dmita the

bilh: S5.52 per bour.

•venae waee ia oot

Thew-* . .
YWCA bousiD.1 and
services direct« Steve Woll il
for Sanchel. saYinc abe ia hard-worlling and doina

fuU~praise

ber beat.

Sancbes, 30, ia a IIIICCell story. But it's
ao esbauatina kind oiiiiiCCell.
Conaider her routine one Tuesday thil
month. Sbe rose about 5:30 a.m. After
brealdut, abe fized the hair ol her dauabters, Amanda, 6, and Noel, 4.
At dawo, the three walked from their
borne in the 5900 block ol Seventh Street S
in St. Petenbura. and caUJht the 7:10 a.m .
bua. From there abe traveled downtown to
W'dliams Park and chaneed buset. On the
secoad bus, the airls were so tired that
Amanda curled up on the seat and laid her
bead on her mother's thiah. Noel, eyes
cloeed, rested apinot ber mother's left arm.
She let the airla olf at a day care center
on 28th Street S. lronicaUy, a van later
would take Amanda back to her school,
which ia only a couple of blocla from their
~.

F YOU NIID HII.PI
Here are some numbers to ceH:
• Helpline, 344-5555. Is a good place
to start. Wortcers there cen refer you
to agencies that specialize In a vari-ety of issues, including: drug and alcohol counseling. spousa abusa, day
cere, emergency shelter, eoup kllchens, food pantries, health cere and
others.
• eon- Clacllt Counaellna.
585-0099, Is a non-profit organTzation
that helps people plan and stick to a
budget.

F YOU CAN HELP1
Here are some agencies that deal
with homeless families and what they
need. This is by no means .a complete list: there ere many other WCK·
thy organizations.
Army, St. Petersburg,
323-2222. Needs food , financial contributions, towels. blanketa and other
personal ~ems .
e Vlrglnill H. Lazzara EmetgenCy
Sheller. S t. Petersburg, 823-2859.
Needs volunteers to answer p/lonas
and work as counselor's aides,
sheets, towels, personal items, aducetional books for children, toys for
children under 12, food.

•llal¥•-

e Aatfgloue Community . . . , _

~~~;.=,r;-:,-.;..
swer phones, large diapers, bleach,
dea~la. fresh meats.
• T -. Clearwater, .W -9041 . volun-.,
household furnishings. personal
items, computers for educational programs and cars that can be glvan to
clients who are ready to leave the
shelter.

• E

Next Saocbel walked to her job at a
department store on 34th Street, atartina at
8:30 a.m. After eiaht hours, she went back
to the day care oenter and cauaht the bus
bome, anivina about 6:45p.m. - almoat 12
hours after the family left the bouae.
Despite the emauatina hours, Saocbel
aaid abe ia delilhted to be off welfare and
supportina her family.
But in the back of her mind ia a worry.
She lives in a three-bedroom bouae and pays
$100 a month rent. It's part of a special
homeownerahip proaram t hrough the
YWCA.
She ia suppoaed to sock away money for a
down payment of a few thou.sand dollars, but
acknowled,ea that she hasn't been able to
afford to save much lately. ln June 1996, she
is supposed to start paying about $400 per
month and pay the down payment.
She said she will try to come up with the
money but might oot be able to.

v~

So after aD thil, she may be out ol a bome
next

summer.

Thia ia the weak link iD job traininJ
prop-ama. Without weU-payina jobs, they
don't work.
"You've 101 to have the joba out there,"
said Richard Coe, aseociate professor of
social science at New Collqe iD Sarasota.
Nationwide, Coe said. the research in
such proarama ia ''kind o1 dilcouraaina." It
indicates that these proarama tend to rediatribute the joba, oot create new ones. 1n
,eneral, he aaid, these proanma are not a
solution to the poverty problem.
But these jo~trainina proarama are
amona the hottest ideas iD Wuhinaton riaht

now.

President Clinton and Republican lead-

ers both have endorsed plana to cut parenta
off welfare after two years. The plan: aive

people education and trainina so they can
support themaelves aod won't need welfare
aoymore.

M*inglt
Another problem is that not everyone
sbowa Sancbeo's determination and drive.
Take, fill' eumple, a family that walked
into a St. Petersbura abelter called ASAP
(Advocates for Shelter Action Policy).
After 2V. weeb, neither parent had a
job, even thouah they were suppoaed to be
joO-huntlna every day.
Finally, ASAP exec utive director
Marque Lynche saw the parenta durina joOseekiJ!g hours - relaxiQa at Williama Park.
"They left in the middle of the niaht. the
next 1110l11if11," Lynche aaid.
Green aaid she recalled one family with
children that was stafinc at Everybody's
Tabernacle, ecatatic that they had just lOtten a welfare c:beclr.. Within hours, it went to
buy c:nck cocaine, she said. The family was
not allowed back.
Becauae ol some ol these problema, helpina a parent become self-sufficient often
requires lookina beyood the issues of education and trainina, said Janssen of Project
lndependence.
If a mother bas been fired from 10 joba,
one has to analyze why, he said. Maybe she
had trouble focusing on work becauae ber
son had asthma and she feared that the day
care center didn't know how to properly care
for him. If ao, she may need more than
simple trainina. She would need a plan for
getting better day care, so she oould focus
on her job, Janssen aaid.
Despite aD the obetaclea for families in
poverty, parents like Chapman say they are
determined to beat the odds and support
themselves.
" I'm eoing to make it," she said. "1t'd be
stupid not to."
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Showcase highlights ageless love
Times Staff

Wr~ter

ST. PETERSBURG
ntergenerational programs
will be highlighted in a showcase May 7 in downtown St. Petersburg.

I

The theme is "Love is Ageless" and participants from 12
intergenerational projects of the
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County will be available
with information from 1 to 4
p.m. at the Coliseum, 535 Fourth

Ave. N.
A Pinellas County school
program that uses grandmothers as volunteers, as well ass
tennis game display and intergenerational bingo, also will be
featured.
The event is sponsored by
the Juvenile Welfare Board, the
city of St. Petersburg and its Office on Aging, and the Area
Agency on Aging.
For more information, call
Jean Davies at 521-1853.

c
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BRIEFLY
Center to celebrate anniversary
ST. PETERSBURG- The Azalea Adult
Center will celebrate its 20th year of
community involvement from 2 to 4 p.m.
Sunday at 1600 72nd Ave. N. The public is
invited to participate and to enjoy
demonstrations and entertainment. Free
parking and refreshments will be available.
For information, call 893-7150.

Urban League hosts dinner
The Pinellas County Urban League will host
its 17th annual Equal Opportunity Day Dinner
at 7:30 p.m. May 5 at the Sheraton Sand Key
Resort, 1160 Gulf Blvd., Clearwater Beach.
The dinner is the major fund-raiser for the
Urban League and is attended by leading
business, government and community
representatives . Benjamin S. Ruffin, vice
president of corporate affairs, A. J . Reynolds
Tobacco Co., will be the keynote speaker.
For ticket information and reservations, call
327-2081.

'Love is Ageless' program set
ST. PETERSBURG - Special
lntergenerational programs, projects and
people will be featured at a "Love is
Ageless " showcase from 1 to 4 p.m. May 7
at the Coliseum, 535 Fourth Ave. N. The

event includes highlights of 12
intergenerational projects funded by the
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pjnellas Coyn_ty,
100 grandmothers from the Community
Involvement Program of the Pinellas County
Schools, tennis game display, and
intergenerational bingo. Admission and
parking are free. For information, call
521-1853.

Fun day scheduled May 21
ST. PETERSBURG - A family fun day
carnival will be from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. May
21 at Azalea Little League baseball field ,
2950 75th St. N. There will be games, prizes,
raffles, bike auction and food. For
information, call 347-3325.

Stetson to honor alumnus
A humorous tribute" honoring alumnus William
F. Slews as he winds down his presidency of
the Florida Bar will be part of the events
during Stetson University College of Law's
annual alumni weekend May 19-20. Friday's
events include a reception at the Florida
International Museum "Treasures of the
Czars" exhibit, a golf outing at the Vinoy
Golf Club, and a free two-hour ethics CLE
program entitled "Encouraging
Professionalism: The Role of the Bench, the
Bar, and the Law School." Saturday will
feature Caribbean Night with a reception and
dinner on the College of Law campus, during
which alumni and friends will hear a comical

c
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City's $65,000 to help
build alternative school
• Mount Zion Progressive
Baptist Church expects
other grants to aid
children removed from
school.
By DAVID K. ROGERS
Tlrnea $WI Wnt.r

c

ST. PETERSBURG - The
human services arm of Mount Zion
Progressive Baptist Church is
gathering about $600,000 in government assistance to build a program for children suspended or
expelled from school.
The latest financial boost came
Thursday as a $65,000 grant from
the St. Petersburg City Council,
but word of another grant - this
one for $260,000 from the state
-could come as early as today.
"St. Petersburg, through this
grant, will be the place where other cities will learn how to put
together alternative school programs," said the Rev. Wilkins Garrett, pastor of Mount Zion, who
appeared before the council to request the $65,000.
Six months earlier, the city had
provided a $100,000 grant for the
program, primarily to renovate a
building near the church, but that

structure was razed when extensive structural termite damage
was found.
About $25,000 of the original
$100,000 grant was used for the
demolition. Now, though, Mount
Zion officials say they need the
additional $65,000 to help pay for
the new construction.
Mount Zion Human Services
al&P has a $125,000 grant application pending before the Pinellas
Juvenile Welfare Board.
The program is designed to
give children who have been temporarily or permanently removed
from school a place to get away
from the street.
Children in the program receive academic instruction as well
as personal and family counseling.
Educational assistance teachers, desks, books and other
equipment - are provided by Pinellas district schools, Garrett
said, while his agency provides the
space and the counseling.
This year, more than 650 children in the first through eighth
grades and their families have
been in the program, Garrett said,
but as many as 2,000 are expected
next year, when the program is
expanded to include high schoolage students.
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KRUEGER

It's time
to read the
good with
the bad

c

Death, death, death, death, death!
I'm sick of it!
Last Sunday I opened this newspaper ancl. found it filled with death.
Death in Oklahoma City. Death in
Rwanda. Death in an Army Ranger
training exercise. Death of an ISyear-old boy in Clearwater. Death of a
17-year-old girl in St. Petersburg.
Don't get me wrong. I believe the
paper was right to display those
stories prominently; what kind of callous paper would overlook or underplay the senseless shootings of
teenagel:'s in its community?
But as I turned the pages, the
irony jabbed me like a knife. A day
before, I attended a writers' conference and listened to the keynote
speech by Washington Post columnist
William Raspberry.
Sure, Raspberry said, newspapers
must cover those kinds of stories and
cover them well. But he asked: What
about the other side of the coin? What
about the stories about what's working well in our community?
Raspberry said he often travels to
cities, meets with the local newspaper
staff and asks: "Can you suggest two
or three things that are going particularly well here?"
· He often is greeted with blank
stares. But he pointed out that the
story of an excellent teacher or an
inspiring leader can "hearten a community or a country, move us out of
our despair and make us believe that
we. really can do better."

After last Sunday's death dose,
I'm ready to talk about what works.
Or, at least, what has promise.
So here's a look at one program
based in St. Petersburg and Clearwater that I think gives us hope of
reducing one of our most vexing problems: child abuse.
Next, I want you to tell me about
some things you believe are working
well in the Tampa Bay area.

•••

Researchers at Pinellas County's
Juvenile Welfare Board have identified 17 census tracts With high rates
of child abuse and neglect.
That much was easy.
The harder job is to reduce the
abuse and neglect in these neighborhoods. The welfare board and Pinellas
Health Department are trying to do
just that with a program they call
Healthy Families Pinellas.
Here's how it works.
A woman who lives in one of those
neighborhoods gives birth.
Before she takes the baby home
from the hospital, a worker visits and
interviews the mother. Is she an alcoholic? A teenage mother? Single? Unemployed? Without housing?
If she says yes to a lot of those
questions, she may be at risk of abusing or neglecting her child. So she
qualifies for the program.
What does that mean?
It means a "family support" worker will start visiting the mother and keep visiting for up to five years.
Most social programs don't have a
time guarantee like that.
Also, these family workers aren't
necessarily university-trained social
workers from distant places. They're
people who live in the neighborhoods.
People who in some cases know about
teen pregnancy, drugs and alcohol
because they've been there.
The workers visit and teach simple things: How to hold your baby.
How to talk to your baby. How to plan
your day. How to apply for a job.
Essentially, it teaches parents
how to be parents. And these parents
need that help. About 18 percent of
the families in the program were considered "drug-involved," 95 percent
earn less than $10,000 a year, and 90
percent of the par~nts are single.

Of the 283 familJes in the program
last year, there were three confrrmed
cases of abuse or neglect. Not perfect, but not bad, considering that 59
of the parents were themselves abuse
victims, and 23 had been reported for
abuse or neglect before the program.

• ••

What do you think is working well
in our community?
I'd like to hear about the probation officer who is inspiring kids in
Citrus County or the job training company that is changing lives in Tampa.
Please drop me a note. A pag(
would be long enough. Mail it to
Curtis Krueger, St. Petersburg Times
710 Court St., Clearwater, FL 34616
Or fax me at 445-4119. Or sen<
e-mail to: CE Krueger @aol.com.

